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DEFINITION OF HARMONIC ANALYSIS.
Fourier in his "Analytic Theory of Heat" (1822) showed
for the first time that any given function of a variable x might
be expressed as a Trigonometric Series.Series involving only sines
and cosines of whole multiples of x,that is series of the form:-
y=rb,+b:bces...x + bcos.2x +. bacos.3x + - ,.
+ azsin.x + aesin.2x +. assin.3x + 4.•-
are generally known as "Fourier's Series".
As Electrical Engineering deals with electric waves more
or less closely approaching a simple sine or cosine function of
time,the application of Fourier's Series to Electrical Engineering
problems is self evident.
Harmonic Analysis consists of breaking up into its com-
ponent parts,or the separate determination of each of the component
parts,of a complex wave or curve representing the variations of
some function with respect to another.
The lowest order term of the series is called the fundamental
and the higher order terms are called harmonics,whence the appellation
for the proceedure of "Harmonic Analysis".While the process is
chiefly applied to cyclic functions,it may also be applied to non-
cyclic ones as well,the number of terms required for a satisfactory
approximation usually being much greater in the latter case.It has been
found that in application this conception holds perfectly,and that
all phenomena arising from complex waves may be adequately interpreted
by considering that the wave is actually several different waves,
each a pure sine or cosine function and each having a period or
frequency bearing an integral relation to the others.
Usually in Electrical Engineering Harmonic Analysis is ap-
plied to Alternating Current Waves which represent the variations in
current or potential with respect to time.These waves have different
degrees of symmetry from which certain characteristics of the series
may be determined.If the waves are symmetrical with respect to the
origin,that is the first half cycle is equal to the reversed second
half cycle,and the positive and negative halves of the wave are re-
versed duplicates of each other,no even harmonics will be present,
and thus no even terms in the series.This is usually the case with alter..
nating current The first constant term of the series will also be
absent in this case.
If the waves are symmetrical with respect to the mid point of each
half cycle,then all the harmonics will be in phase with the fund-
amental,and no cosine components will be present in the series.
If,however,the waves are not symmetrical with respect to the or-
igin,then both even and odd harmonics and corresponding terms may
be present.rhe first constant term is fixed by the areas on each
side 6f-tle X-axis.If the positive and negative areas are equal
the constant term is zero.If,however,the positive and negative ar-
eas are not equal,then the value of the constant term is equal
to the value of the ordinate of the displacement of the X-axis
neccessary to make these areas equal.Extreme cases of waves con-
taining all of the symmetrical conditions mentioned above,but
still requiring an infinite number of terms in the series to rig-
orously represent the function are Triangular,.Rectangular,Trap-
ozoidal,and other geometrically angular waves,while usual cases
are waves with peaked or flattened tops etc.
For certain cyclic functions the number of terms will
be infinite,although the function may be approximated by a finite
number of terms,usually with sufficient accuracy for practicalk
purposes,and often with greater accuracy than it is possible to
obtain in the results of the analysis.The number of terms requir-
ed to give a sufficient approximation will depend upon the con-
vergency of the series.Thus a rectangular wave requires about 30
terms for approximation,while a triangular wave will be approximated
to the same degree by about 15 terms,In most cases of alternating
current analysis a smaller number of terms is sufficient.Generally
the even harmonics are absent,and in the usual cases of alternating
machinery,harmonics above the eleventh are so small that they may
be entirely neglected.In fact,since they are uauilly less than the
error of measurement,it is impossible to definitely state whether
they exist or not.Including the eleventh harmonic,six terms would
be neccessary for odd harmonics only.In the case of alternetors
tooth harmonics will be present in most cases,to a greater or
less degree,but they will seldom be higher than the twenty-seventh
harmonic,requirlng fourteen terms if all intermediate orders are
included,or more approxiinately,six terms up to the eleventh harmon-
ic and two or three additional terms adjacent to and including the
tooth harmonic.
Harmonic Analysis is not by any means limited to electrical
applications,and is useful in the study of any varying function,some
common applications of which are the study of heat flow,sound waves,
astronomical observations,tides.and other work of similar nature.With
functions containing discontinuities the application of the Fourier
Series is more difficult but can be used in many cases,the trigonometric
relations expressing a continuous function,a. portion of which is the
function under investigation.By using a certain amount of discrimin-
ation in dealing with such cases,the use of the series can be ex-
tended to cover a great many different subjects.
PREFACE AND APPRECIATION.
The author does not wish to claim great originality in
the preparation of this thesis.It is primarily a compilation of
various means and methods and other interesting data in connection
with the problems of harmonic analysis.He feels that the subject
is one of increasing importance,and that a more detailed and
consecutive study of the problems involved will lead to a far
simpler and more practical method of performing the analysis
than those available at the present time.Therefore the compilA-
tion includes nearly all of the various types of analysers pro-
posed from time to time,given with greater or less detail as
theii importance seemed to warrant.
An attempt has been made to classify the different
methods in such a way that they are divided up by the main
basic features of construction,and thus group themselves into
similar classes for study.The electric analyser described in
some detail was developed by the author as an experimental model
with the expectation of building a more complete one if its
success seemed to warrant it.In the me-tn time Mr.Woodbury
worked in the Research Division under the supervision of
Prof.Bush and the author,and succeeded in developing a
machine which filled the present needs of the laboratory so
satisfactorily,that no further work was done upon the electric
machine for the time being.
In order to fix the goal towards which the analysis
should aim,the Ideal Analyser has been defined early in the
thesis.In the discussion and conclusions regarding the various
types the desirable points of the ideal type which have been
missed are brought out,as well as such advantages and disad-
vantages as are most striking.
The author wishes to express his sincere appreciation
of the assistance in the preparation of this summary to Dr.Kennelly
and Dr,Bush for assistance in obtaining data,to ir.Woo.dbury
for also sending photographs taken of the development stages
of his analyser,and to Miss Sanders for staggering under armfuls
of heavy reference books from the library.
INTRODUCTION.
It is very seldom in engineering ~ursuits that a prob-
lem is encountered which is capable of so mapy methods of solution
as Harmonic Analysis,and yet practically al4of which are unsatis-
factory.Methods giving great precision are extremely tedious,
while methods of greater speed are liable to large errors easily
or unwittingly made.In some methods errors are unavoidable,in spite
of meticulous care in proceedure,and may be of serious magnitude.
The question arises as to why harmonic analysis of
better standards than those now available should be neccessary,
since it is true that it is possible to obtain a complete and
reasonably accurate solution of any complex wave,by any one of
a great variety of methods.It is also true that practically har-
monic analysis is not used to any great extent and is looked
upon as rather a fanciful trick performed by research men or those
who delight to delve in hair splittiig minutiae of design,rather
than a real robust and practical method of attack upon -important
problems of develolment.
The answer to this lies in the fact that as the fund.
amentals of any problem or science become better familiarized,im-
jVotbments in the development of the art mIust,of neccssity,lie
in improveminent of detail.The majority of Alternating Current Theory
is based upon the assumptions of sinusoidal wave forms.The methods
and proceedure with most classes of machinery and applications under
this assumption are quite well understood and developed with moderate
lpmpletion.The practical fact remains,however,that the wave forms
obtained from actual machinery are almost never purely sinusoidal
and in some cases depart very far from sinusoidal.The phenomena
resulting from these deviae.tions,distortions and dissymetries,give
rise to many results which cannot be investigated without an in-
timate knowledge of the wave analyses.In some cases the direct
neccessity for analysis is even more pronounced.Thus in the study
of sound the quality depends entirely upon the harmonics present;
in the study of interference between power transmission lines and
telephone lines,the trouble is caused almost entirely by harmonics
in the transmission line currents or potentials,and in studying
the magnetization data of transformers,harmonics must immediate-
ly be considered to account for the very distorted wave shapes
of the current required by the cyclic magnetization of steel.
Thus there are two general classes of problems which will benefit
by better methods of harmonic analysis.First,those problems where
present nmethods are approximate and gives results sufficiently ac-
curate as to make the further expenditure of time and energy upon
laborious and lengthy harmonic analysis unwarranted.Second,those
problems where harmonics are of necc6ssity basic in the nature of
the problem,and where no progress whatever can be made without
harmonic analysis.In the first Vf these classes most engineers
will now admit that they would like the additional information
if any reasonable method for obtaining it were available,but
the present methods of analysis represent so much time,expense or
error,that they are not favorably considered.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to develop a
method satisfying all of the desirable qualities which a method
of harmonic analysis should have,but rather to tabulate all pres-
ent methods according to their logical arrangement,in order that
they may be better studied and compared;to gather together the
many devices and methods described in a great variety of publica-
tions,and finally to point the way towards methods that have not
been develored which would appear to give promise of good results
,and to show some of the results upon one or two such steps that
have already been accomplished as a part of this thesis.Naturally
there are many duplications,and where such exist an attempt has
been made to describe most fully the method developed in prior-
ity to the others,merely mentioning the other develoiments with
such added descriptive material a.s may be neccessary to understand
any improvements or additions which may have arisen.
As with any experimental subject there are two methods
of attack in obtaining a harmonic analysis.First the phenomena
may be analysed while it is actually occurring.This is similar to
taking meter readings of current or potentia.l,and requires that
the source of energy producing the wave under investigation be
sufficiently large to supply the neccessary power to operate the
analysing device without distorting the function analysed,and
that the duration of the phenomena be long enough to allow the
analysing device to act and to read the results.In general this
method is only successful where alternating current waves of
similar recurrent cycles are produced.The second method is to
first make a record of the phenomena and then to work at leisure
from the record,This is the more usual arrangement,and an oscillo-
graph or some allied device as a rule is made use of to trace the
original curve.The limitations of this method must then of necces-
sity be at least those of the recording device,but fortunately
recording devices are developed to such a high state of perfection
that the limitations thus introduced are practically negligible
compaered with those met in the later methods of analysis.
Since the last mentioned method is used in by far the
greater majority of systems for harmonic analysis,the structure
of this thesis is built up around such devices,and the first men-
tioned types are introduced in their appropriate places as anal-
ogous or other means of accomplishing the same purpose.
Several possible methods of classifying the different
systems or devices present themselves.The mathematical basis is in
every case Fourier's Series.This may,however,be solved in several
ways,but there are very few variations in the fundamental theory,
the deviations occurring in its method of application.This is a
fact which is worthy of special note since it leads to the very
pertinent comment that there may be possible improvements in the
basic mathematical theory which will aloow of great improvements
in its application to practice. Classification by mathematical
theory,neverthelesss,does not appear to be the simplest front the
standpoint of comparison,for while it may be the most logical,
it is open to the objection that totally different methods,
such as graphical and mechanical,may be based upon identical
mathematical equations.Also the limitations in variety of the
basic mathematical expressions very seriously limits the flexibil-
ity of classification by this method.Therefore it appears better
to classify by the way in which the result is obtained,and this is
followed out in this thesis by using as the three main classifica-
tion heads:-
I, Mathematical Methods.
II. Graphical Methods.
III. Instrumental and Mechanical Methods.
The third main heading covers the greatest variety of
apparatus,and is provided with many sub-headings to re-classify the
many ramifications into their similar groupings.In this way the
physical conception of the different schemes and devices is empha-
sized,sand the minor objection of repetition of similar mathbmati-
cal fundamentals sacrificed.
THE IDEAL HARMONIC ANALYSER.
There appear to be two possible ideal analysers.The
first a direct reading instrument operated by the function under
investigation,and apparently applicable only to electrical engineer-
ing.The second a device operating upon a chart,graph or oscillo-
graph record of the function to be analysed,by some form of maifi-
ulation,and which would be applicable to any function whatever.
These ide&l analysers should have the following char-
acteristics:-
1. A device which can be simply connected to the source
of energy by means of binding posts,and which,by means of
a multiplicity of dials,or a single dial with a switthing
device by which readings can be made in rapid succession
without readjutsment,will indicate at once the values of
the various fundamental and harmonic components of the
connected wave.
2. A device provided with a tracer arm,which is caused
to follow the curve undergoing analysis,by manipulation
of the operator,and which,after one trace of the curve
will indicate upon some form of scale the various funda-
mental and harmonic components of the curve.Several arms
adjusted to definite ordinates may be substituted for
the single tracer arm.The device should include some
means of adjusting or compensating for different scales
of curves analysed.
In both these devices the values of the components should
be in terms of their percentage of the equivalent sine wave,and the
phase relations of the components indicated simultaneously.The de-
vice should also not be undly bulky or heavy or expensive.The accuracy
should be about 1% of the component unless the latter were very
small,when 1/4% of the fundamental would be allowable.The principle
should be simple and not require delicate or complicated parts
liable to become poorly adjusted or bent.Some simple calibration
method must be provided by which the accuracy may be rapidly check-
ed.The size and weight need not neccessarily be so small that it
is easily portable,but it should be capable of being moved fronm
place to place without requiring complete readjustment.There
appears to exist great difficulty in making the components read
as percent of equivalent sine wave value,and if the other conditions
are fulfilled it would be satisfactory if they read in percent of
fundamental or upon an arbitraray scale,eince it is generally the
ratio of the harmonic and not its absolute value that is of interest.
However,the labor of converting separate sine and cosine components
to equivalent sine wave values with the proper phase relations
deduced is quite a considerable part of the analysing process,
and should thus be either incorporated in the analyser itself,
or a separate machine provided for mechanically performing the trans-
position.The cost is difficult to define and depends in no small
measure upon the degree to which the above conditions are fulfilled.
If all the conditions are strictly met the desirability of such a
device would warrant a large cost,but it is doubtful if its instal-
lation would be considered by various concerns if its cost were
more than $500,and it should preferably be nearer $100.The machines
which are now commercially available cost from $400 to $1000 approx-
imately,but are subject to criticism upon many of the desirable
points covered and so are not installed commercially or otherwise
to a very great extent.
CLASSIFICATION OF METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
1. MATHEMATICAL.
A.General Theory.
B.Direct Application to Analysis.
C.Schedule Methods for Saving Time.
D.Selected Ordinate Methods.
2. GRAPHICAL.
A.The construction of Derived Curves,the
areas of which give the coefficients.
B.Vectorial Combinations of Selected Ordinates.
C.Combinations of Selected Areas from Curve.
D.Transformation of abscissae from Linear to
Angular Function by projection upon Cylinder.
E.Special Scales or Templates for reading val-
ues of ordinates,leading to a simple solution
by combinations of scalar values.
3. INSTRUVMENTAL.
A.Direct Reading Methods.
a.By Resonance.
b.Differential Dynamometer.
c.Special Circuit. Combinations.
B.Eachines operating from Direct Trace of Curve,
giving results directly.
a.Devices employing a planimeter whose
tracer point is caused to follow a
curve whose coordinates are:
x'y' = f(y,n.cos ).
b.Devices employing a planimeter whose
tracer point follows the curve being
investigated,and whose fixed point
is given an independant motion in-
volving the position angle of the or-
dinate subtended by the tracer,or
visa-versa.
c.Devices employing planimeter wheels
actuated by a special rechanism im-
parting to the wheels a deflection
proportional to the coefficient sought.
C.Machines operating from Direct Trace of Curve,
but giving results indirectly.
a.Mechanical Drawing of Secondary Curve,
from wbich the Coefficients may be
determined by further measurements.
D.~achines performing calculations based upon
Selected Ordinates from the Curve,
s.An Adjustable Framework obtaining
solution by Vector Addition.
b.Devices which draw a secondary curve
from which the coefficients may
be determined by further measurements.
c.Combinations of Electric Circuits,which
give the desired c~efficients by var-
ious adjustments.
d.Systems of cords,pulleys,levers and
weights.
e. Hydrostatic Methods.
4.MISCELLANEOUS AND UNTRIED BUT POSSIBLE METHODS.
A.Alignment Charts.
B.Slide Rules.
C.Calculating Machines of Various Types.
D.Other planimeter combinations.
a.Wheel Type.
b.Hatchet or Prytz type.
E.kibbellaneous.
I I
HISTORICAL NOTE.
As already stated Fourier first showed that any
given function of a variable x might be expressed as a trig-
onomettic series in his work on the theory of heat in 1822.
There does not seem to have been any immediate application
of the series to other purposes,and it is probable that
Lord Kelvin made the first practical use of. the theory in
his investigation of tides for the British Admiralty in
1875-1876.It is interesting that his brother,J.J.Thomson,
proposed the sphere,cylinder and plate arrangement which
Lord Kelvin applied to harmonic analysis,his brother ap-
parently only intending it as a special forim of integrator.
An eleven element machine of this type was built and used
by the Admiralty,and thus the first application of Fourier's
Series and the first mechanical analyser were practically
coincident.It is also interesting that this first analyser
had all- the properties of the latest types and obtained
several coefficients with one trace of the curve,although
it was very heavy and bulky,and doubtless difficult to op-
erate.
Slightly before Kelvins use of the Fourier's Series
Prof.Clifford had developed a graphical method for its solution
which was published in 1875,and consisted of projecting the
curve upon a cylinder and in this way introducing the trigono-
metric functions in the abscissae,so that the areas of the
reconstructed eurves gave the coefficients.
With these two investigations the study of the
series at that time seems to have closed,and it was not until
the rapid rise to prominence of Alternating Current Power,
beginning in about 1890,that more broadepread interest was
shown.From that time on the electrical literature is filled
with many proposed or actually used schemes,of various types,
and each one suited to the particular needs or ideas of its
originator,but none of them apparently improving the Graphical
method of Clifford or the machine of Kelvin,with the exception of
the analytical and mathematical developments of Runge and
S.P.Thompson.The developments all appear to improve some one
detail of the process at the expense of some other.or all other
parts.The result is a very large number of possible methods
from which it is difficult to pick out any one as being more
satisfactory than any other,except for some one special limited
application.Mention should also be made of the Houston-Kennelly
method and its development more or less independantly by PFicher-
Hinnea,which is a convenient development of the mathematical
analysis equation (5) already given above.
At the present time there are two mathematical
methods,three machines,and one graphical method which appear
to stand out as the most common.The mathematical methods
are the Schedules of Runge,developed for electric work by
S.P.Thompson,and the method of Selected Ordinates attributed
to Fiicher-Hinnen.The machines are the Henrici-Coradi,a develop-
ment of the original Kelvin machine,the Chubb-Westinghouse
polar analyser,a quite recent development,and the Michelson
and Stratton Analyser and Synthetizer.The Graphical method
is that of Clifford,developed and improved upon in its technique
by Perny and Slichter.While some of the others appear to be
of good design and compare favorably with those in use,they
are not commercially available,and do not appear to have
been put to use by any exqept their originators.
The outstanding contributions to the development
of the various methods can easily be tabulated as followas-
MATHEMATICAL METHODS.
Fourier 1822.
Carl Runge 1905-1905.
S.P.Thompson 1905.
F.W.Grover 1913.
P.Kemp 1920
Preliminary work of interesting nature,but not
in the right direction was done by S.M.Kintner in 1904,who
should have foreseen the Runge Schedule,and a very precise but
extremely laborious method was developed by C.P.Steinnietz,
published in 1911 and probably of much earlier origin.
Very good examples of these methods are given in
Lipka's "Graphical and Mechanical Computation",and the report
of the Railroad Commission of the State of California for 1919.
The latter includes a schedule for determining 34 coefficients
which appears to be the highest order published,and which will
determined the harmonics up to the 35th,the curve being divided
in 36 parts.
GRAPHICAL METHODS.
Clifford 1873.
Perry 1892.
Slichter 1909.
These are all projection on cylinder methods.
Wedmore 1895.
Harrison(Sum of projected
Vectors) 1906.
Ashworth(Polygon of Forces) 1911.
Beattie(Special Scales for
measuring ordinates) 1911
Rottenburgh(Derived curves 1913.
from template chart)
INSTRUiJENTAL METHODS.
Kelvin 1875-76
Sommerfeld and Wiechert 1892
Bashf6rth 1892
F.A.Laws 1893
Henrici-Coradi 1894
Pupin 1894
Sharp 1895
Yule 1895
Michelson and Stratton. 1898
Mader 1909
Agnew 1909
Beattie 1912
Boucherot 1913
Chubb-Westingbouse 1914
Bush 1920
Dellenbaugh 1921
Woodbury 1921
SELECTED ORDINATE I&ETHODS.
Houston-Kennelly 1898
Fischer-IIinnen 1901
Lincoln 1908
Thus 1892 to 1906 covers the majority of the develorment,
which is natural as this covers the period also of the increase in
use of alternating current,and the develolment of the different
uethods coincided with the desire to know more about the distorted
wave shapes.However,the complexity,time or cost has limited the
use of harmonic analysis to a few isolated cases,D.C.Miller in his
study of sound being one of the few cases where it has been applied
extensively.Since the underlying principles of alternating current
are now well understood,and since the details of harnmonics,as al-
ready stated,are beginning to be of interest and the direction
in which research can profitably be undertaken,it appears desirable
to he.ve developed a meth d of analysis which can be applied with the
simplicity and directness of other electrical measurements.
MATHEMATICAL THEORY.
(Fourier's Series and Spherical Harmonics. W.E.Byerly. 1893.)
Suppose that we wish to form the series known as Fourier's
from a given curve:- yif(x).
It is clear that the equation:-
y=aisin .x
may have a, determined so that the curve represented shall pass
through any given point.For if we substitute in this equation the
coordinates of the point in question we shall have an equation
of the first degree in which ajis the only unknown and which will
therefore give us one and only one valueý for a .
In like manner the curve:-
y=,alsin.x + asin.2x
may be made to pass through any two arbitrary points whose abscis-
sae lie between 0 and n provided that the abscissae are not equal,&:-
y=asin.x + assin.2x + assin.3x +...+ansin.nx
may be made to pass through any n" arbitrarily chosen points whose
abscissae lie between 0 and R provided as before that their abscis-
sae are different.
If,thenthe given function f(x) is of such a character that for
each value of x between x= 0 and x =: · it has one and only
one value,and if between x = 0 and x =, it is finite and continuous
or if discontinuous has only finitediacontinuitites,the coeffic-
ienta in:-
y=-asin.x + asin.2x + a.sin.3x +,...+!aizino.nx
can be determined so that the curve represented will pass through
any n arbitrarily chosen points of the curve y= f(x) whose
abs&issae lie between 0 and n and are all different,and these coeff-
icients will have but one set of values.
The coincidence of the series and f(x) will become closer the grekt-
er the number of terms taken in the series,provided the series is
convergent.Mathematical investigation shows that this is the case,
and also that the value of the series at a point of finite discon-
tinuity is equal to one half the sum of the two values which the
function approaches as we approach the point in question from op-
posite sides.
In general the derivative of a Fourier's Series cannot be obtained
/ fr
by differentiating the series term by term,but its integral can
be obtained by integrating the series term by term.The effect of
differentiation is to make the series less convergent or even
divergent,while the effect of integration is to make the series
more convergent.The term by term derivativefof a.Eoribr'iS~ ries
is itself a Fouriers Series,but the term by'term integral of a
Fourier's Series is not in general a Fourier's Series.This latter
fact is owigg to the introduction of a term box from the in-
tegartion of the constant term of the original series.
However,further investigation of the differentiation of a Fourier's
Series indicates that under certain conditions the term by term
derivative will represent the derivative of the series.Let the func-
tion f(x) be represented by a Fourier's Series,called S. Let the
derivative of f(x) be f'(x) and also satisfy the conditions necces-
sary for a Fourier's Series.The integral of this latter series will
be equal to the integral of f'(x),that isto f(x) plus a constant
and one integral will be equal to f(x).
If this integral is a Fourier's Series it must be identical with
S.It will be a Fourier's Series only in case the series for f'(x) lacks
the constant term bo .
But:- bo= 1/xif f' (x)dx
Therefore:- bo= 1/7 [f (I) - f(-n)]
and it will be zero if:-
f(n);=, f(-n)
In order that f'(x) shall satisfy the conditions for a Fourier's
Series,f(x) while satisfying the same conditions must in addition
be finite and continuous between x = 1-n and Ix =.
If,then,f(x) is single valued,finite,and continuous,and has only
a finite number of maxima and minima between x=-Tc and x=Tn ,and
if f(7) =. f(-T), f(x) can be developed into a Fourier's
Series whose term by term derivative will be equal to the derivative
of the function.In this case the the periodic curve y=S is con-
tinuous throujhout its whole extent.
It is important to note that this covers the usual cases of alterna-
ting current waves.
The evaluation of-the Fourier Coefficients may be most rigorously
accomplished by a method due to Lagrange and fully developed by
Byerly.However,a simpler and more direct,though not so rigorous &
method,gives the desired results and is the one usually used.There-
fire this latter method will be herein developed,and may be found
more fully discussed in Lipka's "Graphical and Mechanical Compu-
tation" and other similar treatises.
The Fourier Series is often written in the form:-
y=bo+cesin(x+±i)+c1sin !+~,2)+c sin(+cp, •+....cnsin ( n x + ( n )
which reduces to the form having both sine and cosine terms by sub-
stitution of the relations:-
cn-=/a 4 . n=tan-3(an/bn) cos. rpn-=b/ a!
This is the form in which the constants are most useful for consider-
ing after complete analysis,but the form involving separate sine
and cosine terms is more convenient for the theoretical determin-
ation of the constants.
If in the series:-
y=f(x);bo+b coz.x+b-cos.2x+b3 cos.3x+.•.-aysin.x+a sin.2x!...
both sides are multipliel by dx and integrated between the limits
0 and 2n the expression given below is obtained.
2n yd x=bo 0a dx+bf2 1cos.x.dx+....+bnf2  cos.nx.dx+.i..0n
+a0f sin x.dx+.. .+anf2 sin.nx.dx+...
=be x /0+bj sin.x + . ... +bn/n sin.nx o +. ' '
-ai J 2os.xI2t..a/ cos.nx12l-.;.I lo 1
= 2nb o  Since all the other terms vanishi
If both sides are multiplied by reas.kxdx and integrated as bOfore:-
[o2ny.cos.kx idx=b oC 2 n c o s .kx .dx+.. +bko f2nCos 2 kx...d+ x •
o 0 0
+bnf f2ncos.nnx.cos.kx.dx+ 1..+anfanstifln.nx.cox.kx×.dx+...
0 0
..boI/k sin...kx 20 +...+bk/2 x+(sin2kx/2k)t +0iO
+bn/2 [sin(n-k)x/(n-k) + sin(n+k)x/n+k)] 2-...
-an/2[cos(n-)(n)x/(n-k) + cos(n+k)x/(n+k)] 2nT-...
nb k, Since all other terms vanish.
Similarly if both sides are multiplied bys iln kx.dx and integrated
between the limits 0 and g there is obtained:-
f2S ysin.kx.dx = Bof2 sini.kx.dx+i .+bnlaf os nx.sin.kx.dx+.
0 0 0
+akf sinnkx.dx+ ..+anf s•sin.nxusinikx..dx+ l
/-bo/k cosr kx ?n-*..+ak/2)ix-(sin2kx/2k) +-4.0.
-b/21 [cos (k-n)x/(k-n): + cos (k+n)x/(k+n)]12 'y
+an/2 [sin(n-k)x/(n-k) - sin(n+k)x/(n+k)] "+..a
=inak since all other terms vanish...
Collecting the results there is obtained as the value of the dif-
ferent coeff icients:-
bo=1/2f 2( y.dx, bk=l1/r2f y.cos.kxidx, ak# /n7/2r yisin..kx dx.
0 0 0
Where k 1,2,3,.....etc.Each coefficient may thus be independently
determined and thus each individual harmonic can be calculated
without calculating the preceding harmonioes.For this method of
treatment,however,the function must be known in order to obtain
the integral.Therefore where the function is unknown some other
method must be used.This indicates the basis for a large number
of mechanical analysers,which perform the integration from the
graphically constructed curve and thus solve the equations for
the coefficients.
Mathematically another method may be used which is developed as
follows.This method is applicable when the series has a finite
number of terms,or when the function is sufficiently well approx-
ima-ted by a finite number of terms.
Divide the interval from * =0 to x tn into n equal intervals
and measure the first ft ordiaates;these are represented by the
table:-
It is required to determine the constants in the equation:-
y=bo+bicos.x+ ý, .. l1 . .+bkcos .kx+ i ........
+aLsin.x+.. ..,.J I.+aksin.kx+,.. !t ...
where the number of terms is n- so that the corresponding curve
will pass through the n- points given in the table.Substituting
the n sets of values of x and y in this equation, n linear equa-
tions are obtained of the form:-
Y=:bo+blcosxr+ ...+bkcos "kx +. +alsin.xr+;t .+aksinn.kxr • ..
where r takes in succession the values 0,1,2,....,n-1,.These n equa-
tions may now be solved for the coefficients.
To determine bo it is only neccessary to add the n equations,
which gives:-
Zyr= nb o +...+bkZcos.kxr+...akZsin.kxr+..........
= nb o since all other terms vanish.
To determine . each of the equations is multiplied by the coef-
ficient of bk in that equation, i.e.,by coskxr ,and the n resulting
equations are added with the result:-
ZYrcos .kxr=b ocos .kxr+. ..L+bkZcos 2 kxr+ r bcos •p Z o s PC .k+. +.
+apZsi..pxx.cos kxo+...4 j4 ,
Now:-
Zc os...kxr=O
Zcos PXrcoskxrr=4cos(p+k)xr+ -Zcos(p-k)xr= 0
Zsin.pxrcos..kxr= ýZsin(p+k)xr+ 'sin(p-k)xr= 0
Zcos 2 kxr=Z' (l+cos2kxr ) =n +lcos2kxr = n/2h ;if k~ n/22 
Hence:- =n,if k
Zyrcos.kxc=(n/2)bkjexcept when k=n/2..
= nbk when k=n/2. .
To determine ak each of the n equations is multiplied by the
coefficient of ak in that equation, i.e,by sin . kxr ,and the n
resulting equations are added,obtaining:-
ZYrsin.kxr = i boYsin.kxr + .14+bp Z co s ..p xr s i n . k xr + . .
+ak.Zsin 2 kxr+..; +a;Zs in •pxrsint kXr+c: ,
Now:-
Esin.kxr= Or
JZCOs.pxrsinIkxr= lsin(k+p)xr+ (2sin(k-p)xr= 0j
Zsin.pxrsinSkxr= •Zcos(p-k)xr-: Zcos(p+k)xr= 0jZsin kxr=, z (l,_cos2kxr) = n, 2 z =
inkxr os2kx) = Zcos2kxr= n/2,if k d n"
ence:- 
= 0 if k = n/
EYrsin.kxr = (n/2)ak
Collecting the results,the coefficients are determined by;-
bo=1/nEZr=1/ni(yo+* +y,+y2  +1yc+ . J.*.y ? )
bn/2=l/nZyrcos (n/2)xr=l/nlyrcos.rn 1/n(yo-yY+y,-y•++ 
.- Yn.')
bk=2/nZyrcos .kx=2/n(yoCos .kx,+ygcos.kxi+Ji .. +yn._cos.kx,_I )
ak= 2/nEyrsin.kxr=2/n(yosin. kxo+y, sin, kx +......+y,. isin. kxn- )
If ,n is an even integer,the periodic curve is represented by the
equation:-
y=bo+bscos.x+...+bkcos. kx+i,.+bn/cos(n/2)x+i
+alsin.x+l. i+aksin.kx+:.- ý+a/_,sin( n -1)x
The n coefficients are determined as above.Thus:-
bo is the .average of the !" ordinates.
be is the average value of the n ordinates taken
a ernately plus and minis.
ak or bk is twice the average value of the products
formed by multiplying each ordinate by the cosine or
sine of k times the corresponding value of x,.
If it was desired to represent the periodic curve by a Fourier's
Series containing n terms,but m ordinates were measured,where
m>n,it would be neccessary to determine the coefficients by the
method of least squares.It should also be noted that this method
assumes a finite number of terms in the series.If only a finite
number are taken and the series actually consists of an infinite
number ,or of a finite number greater than that assumed,then
errors are introduced in the resulting coefficients,the magni-
tude of the errors depending upon the form of the periodic curve
and the magnitude and number of the neglected terms of the series.
The labor involved in obtaining the coefficients from the measured
ordinates by this method is very great if it is neccessary to
determine more than one or two values.However,owing to a large
number of the mathematical processes involved being duplications
of each other it is possible to arrange the work systematically
in the form of a schedule,and save a large portion of the time
and labor otherwise required.This simplification has been worked
out by Carl Runge and S.P.Thompson,and will be dealt with in
detail in its proper place in the classification of methods of
analysis.
The proof of the absence of certain terms due to symmetry of the
periodic curve,may be shown in several ways,and is given below
as displayed in Bragstad and La Cour.
The general proceedure is as before.The integral forms used
are:--
it sin mx.sin nx dx = 0 when m d n
0 when m = n = 0
n when m = n > 0
ffn cos mx.sin.nx dx = 0
f2i cos Irx.cos nx dx = 2n when m = n = 0
u when m = n > 0
0 when m i n
where m and n are any positive integersi
The series is multiplied through by one coefficient as before
but integrated between-nt and 0 and then between 0 and +n:-
Then:"-
b,=1-/n'cf f(x)cos(nx):dx = i/rrn(f f(x)cos(nx)dx+f,+if(x)cos(nx,)dx]
-it -.
Substituting x = -y in the first integral we obtain::-
f_ f(x)cos(nx)dx = . f(-y)cos(-ny)d(-y)
SIf~ f(-y)cos(ny)dyi.
Or:- if f(x)cos(nx)'dx = fj' f (-x)cos(nx)dx
And :- bl = 1/nf [f (x)+f(-x)]cos(nx)dx
an,[ = 1/UfoI [f(x)-f(-x)]sin(nx)dx
Where n is any positive integer.This form is useful with
some types of functions.For instance,a rectangulat wave
as indicated in the sketch...
From ot=0 to (ot=l, 1=I
i From wt=O to wt=-nt i=-I
Then! bn= 1/nI- fn ir.cos.nct.dwt
= I/nfl [I+(-I.)]cos.nwt.dwt
=0
and, an = 1/nitf~t i.sin.nwt.dwt = 1/nF•f• [I-(-I)]sin1nwt1.dwt
= 0 when n is even.
41/nn when n is odd.
Thus the series representing the rectangular wave will not
contain any cosine terms or any terms of even order.
Hence:- *i = 41/r[sinwt + .sin3wt + 'sin5wt+.i!1.]
With symmetrical curves such that the positive and negative
are reversed duplicates of each other,we have:-
bn = 1/nf +t_ f (x)cos(nx)dx = I/,Of+', [f(x)+f(x-nr)cos ~hnt]cos (nx)dx
an = 1/rc~n tif(x)sin(nx)dx = 1/nfS :(f(x)+f(x-n)cos.nn]sin(nx)dx
-n
For all even values
Since cos-.n=+1.
Considering again,
b,n is always zero when
of n, bn - = 0 and an- = 0
Thus only odd harmonics are present..
bn = 1/•nf+ f(x)cos(nx,)dx
= 1/ntff [f(x)+f(-x)cos(nx:)]dx,
f(x) =-f(--x)
That is,b, vanishes: and thus the cosine terms are zsro ~hen
periodic curve iis symmetrical about the arigin.
the
halvss
SUMMARY OF BASIC THEORY AS APPLIED TO MACHINES'.
The following expressions are developed by the
mathematical analysis for the solution of Fourierrs
Series:.
bo=1/2nf2o y.dx
bk=1/nfu y.cos(kx)dx
ak=1/nf6~ f y.sin (kx)dx
bo=1/nZyr=1/n(yo+y,+y,+y,+.. _ * , **-.Yn-)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
bn/2=1/nZyrcos (n/2)x r =l/nyrcos .rn=I/n(yo-Yi+yP-Y:3-. *-Yný. )
(5)
bk=2/nZYrcos.kx r = 2 / n( y o c o s . k x o + y I cos.kx,+ i .yn-tcos.kxn-_)
(6)
ak=2/nZyrsin.kxr=2/n(yosin.kxo,+ylsin.kx, + . yn_.sin.kxn )(7)
bk:1/Rf6T (f(x)+f(-x)]cos(kx)dx
ak 1/rfk [f (x)-f (-x)]sin(kx)dx
(8)
(9)
bo is thus seen to be the average of the n ordinates and
will be zero if the areas of the curve on each side of
the time axis are equal.
bn/- is the average value of the n ordinates taken alternate-
ly plus and minus.
ak or bkis' 2xthe average value of the products of the ord-
inates multip-lied by their individual position angles.
These various formulae will be frequently referred to
by number in describing the various machines.
SCHEDULE METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
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SCHEDULE METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
(Byerly,Fourier Series and SphiHarm6nics;1893.)
(C.Runge,Zeit:.fur Math'ound Physt~*;Vol.48;52,p 443;117,1903-05.)
(S.PLThompson',Proc4.Phys.Soc'.Vol.19,33;p 4 43,334,1905-11).
Schedule methods of analysis are the only practical
methods of mathematically determining the coefficients in
a Fourier Series Any form arranged sys.tematically may be
called a schedule,but the type usually referred to under
this name is the form developed by Carl Runge in 1903 and
modified by various others to fill particular requirementsi
The theory is based upon equations (4);(5),(6) and (7).viz:
bo = 1/n(yo+y+y+yl+y•4+.......- ..* .. :yn_)
bn/,= 1/n(yo-yL+yi-yj+ .* .a ,- ***** 0 4*** -Yn--)
bk= 2/n(yocos.kxo+yscos.kx,+y,cos.kx,+ ......... yn_cos ikxn_)
ak= 2/n(yosin.kx,+ysin kx,,+y, sin.kx,+ * ;.n.sin.kxn_•,1
Thus for the constant term it is only neccessary to
alternately add and subtract the successive ordinates,the
curve being divided up in n even sections and ordinates
erected as shown in Fig. 1 .The result divided by the number
of ordinates will give the average ordinate,or constant term,
which is similar to well known methods of making approximate
integrationsiThis part of the analysis is not troublesome;.
however,and is generally accomplished by ordinary planimeter
measurements with great accuracy.
The special case for bn,/ is the basis for the Fischer-
Hinnen method,separately discussediand the two following
equations will degenerate into this form when k=n/2..It is
evident that only one coefficient can be determined from this
special form for one set of curve ordinates;and the usual
schedule method therefore makes use of the last two of the
above equations,and requires the curve to be divided up and
ordinates measured just once.It is evident that it is not
neccessary to have a schedule formrsince the same result
may be obtained by multiplying the different ordinates by
the sine ot cosine of the position angle multiplied by k,
which is the order of the harmonic coefficient being determinedi
However,if harmonics of even a moderately high order are
thus determined the labor involved becomes very great.It
is also evident that the sines and cosines of the various
angles multiplied by the various values of k must go through
repeated duplicate values,sometimes with the sign changed.
Several attempts have been made to simplify the method
by merely tabulating the values of the different sines and
cosines for a definite number of ordinatesiIt is interesting
that s-ome very extensive tabulations of this sort were made
by SM..Kintner,and published -in the Electrical World,V61.43,
p.1023;,1904.It is difficult to see how Kintner could have
prepared such tables and noted the trigonometric duplications
without still further combination into some such firm as- that
developed by Runge at almost the same time.
The best way of indicating the method of producing a schedule
is to work it through for a simple caseisince there is no addit-
ional theory required,but merely the proper arrangement of the
various- parts of the calculationiSince Electrical, Engineering
deals chiefly with odd harmonics only;,this !slightly limited case
will be taken;as it avoids considerable complication and il-
lustrates the principle adequately.An excellent discussion of
the construction of schedules for even as well as odd harmonics
is given by Hawley O0Taylor in the Physical Review,Vol.6;No,4;
P 4303; October;1915..
The condition assumed will be an analysis for odd
harmonics up to and including the fifth.This will require
the determination of six unknowns,the sine and cosine coef-
ficients of the first,third,and fifth harmonics.
The analysis may be considered as the simultaneous solution
of ec<ations and therefore six equations are neccessary4
Also the equations above show that ordinates. are required
of n-1 in nuibertThe greatest value of k in this case is 5!
Since k-(n-1), n'=6. Thus the curve must be divided up into
six even parts along the X-axisjand the six ordinates readi.
The ordinates at the beginning and end of the curve will be
zero,and so we have read from the curve. the values:
Yo y 1 Y2 Ys4 Y5 Y6
It should be noted that since the even harmonics are
assmmed absent;.the two halves of the wave will be similar
and it is therefore only neccessary to consider the ordinates
for one half of the complete period.If even harmonics are
present then it is neccessary to construct ordinates for the
complete period in a similar manner,
As one .half the period corresponds to 1'80 0 ;.the ordinates
will occur at angles successively increasing by increments of
180/6=300. Thus the values of x are:.
xo=0 x1=30 0 x2=60 0 x,=.90 0 'x=1200 xs=150
0 x,=1800
It is convenientrbut amt neccessat.y,jto choose x o or y,
at a point where the curve crosses the X-axis';and thus yo=.O
Then:: y also =.O0 (For no even harmonics present).
The valees thus obtained are now substituted in the
equations, for the evaluation of the coefficients;and we obtain:.
3b,=yicos30 0+y2cos6 0o+y 3cos90 0+y4co sl20o +yscosl 50o
3bl=ylcos90 + y pc o s1 8 00 + y n c o s 2 7 0 0 + y 4 c o s 3 6 0 0 + y s c o s 4 5 0 0
3bs=y•eosl500+y 2 cos300o+y,,cos4500+y 4 cos600O+yscos7500
3al=yssin300+y,sin60O O .yssin9O00+y4sinl2 0 0+ysinl50O
3a,=yis i n 90+y ysil80+ysin2700+ysin6 n 4 5 0
3as=yisin150+ysin3000+ y ss i n4 5 0 0+ y 4 s i n6 O O0 + y s s i n? 5 0 0
All of these sines and cosines may be expressed as functions
of 300,600 or 900.Several of them become zero'Substituting
equivalent values and gathering terms the following equations
result:
3b,=(y,-y.)sin300°+(y,-ys)sin600
3b,=-(y2-y4 )sin900
3bs=(y 2-y,)sin30 0 -(Y7-Ys)sin600
3a,= (y 1+ys)sin300+ (y,+y4 )sin600+ysin900
3as =(y 1,-ys + y, )s in900
3as=(y 1+ys)sin30 0-(y,+y 4 )sin600+yssin900
By inspection of the symmetry of the coefficients it
appears that all of the ordinates appear in combination with
one or more other-ordinates except y 3 ,.that the cosine coef-
ficients depend upon differences of ordinates;and that the
sine coefficients depend upon sums of coefficients.Therefore
the ordinates are written out as below and added and sub-
tracted:.
yl yp y3
Sum s,. s, sa
Diff. dz  d,
The processes may then be arranged in a table as fo'llows•:
Multipliers.. Cosine terms. Sine Terms.
Sin300=0.5 d, si
Sin600==0.866 d : s
Sin90a=1.0 -di sS s1  s
Sum'Ist Col.
Sum 2nd Col.
SUM 3b, 3b, 3a,
DIFF. 3bs 3a, 3aq
bCc + b3 + bs = 0
a, as + as = ys
The same general arrangement will be found to hold for any
number of harmonics0T6 operate the ordinates are read;arranged
as indicated and the sums and differences taken.For higher
orders of harmonics further combinations are found convenient.
The values of sk and dk are then multiplied by the multiplier
foynd in the left hand column of the schedule and inserted
in the indicated place in the tabular form.The two columns are
then added up;.and the sums and differences of the totals of
the columns give the coefficients sought times n/2. As pointed
out by P...Kemp,Journal InstiElec.Engrs. Vol.57,pi85,1920,
the schedule may still further be slightly simplified by
introducing-the term n/2 into the multipliers;when the final
division to obtain the value is unneccessary.
Figs . A. to16 give schedules for the following harmonics:
ODD HARMONICS ONLY: Six Points. Harmonics to the 5th.
Twelve Points.Harmonics to the llthr
Eighteen Pts.Harmonics to the 17th.
Thirty Six Pt.Harmonics to the 35th...
EVEN AND ODD HARMONICS! Six Points'.Harmonics to the 3rd..
Twelve Points.Harmonics to thl 6th.
Eighteen Pts...Harmonics to the 9th..
Twenty Four Pt.Harmonics to the llthL
Each Schedule is followed by an example worked through;
for the odd harmonic types only,and not including the 36
point schedule,which would require too much space. The examples
given,however,·will undoubtedly make the method clear.
S6metimes it is desirable to determine ordinates between
those chosen for the analysis'particularly for checking a curve
with sudden peaks or peculiarities Fig. I? gives an inverted
Checks:.
schedule for determining the intermediate ordinates from
the previously determined coefficients.This is also useful
for constructing a curve from assumed coefficients.
The subscripts of the intermediate ordinates determined
by this schedule indicate their position with respect to
the original y0 in degrees.Thus yo is 400 away from yo
and its complement y,,, is 1400 distant from yo
Figs. \I to 6 , i to 15 and T1are taken from Frederick W...Grover,
Analysis of Alternating Current ?Iaves by the Method of Fourier,
Bulletin of the Bureau bf Standardsi, Vol.9,p.567,1913.
Thus article goes into the question of limitations and
accuracy of the schedule methods very carefullyiThere are
two main sources -ilf error in the schedule method.
1> All harmonics above the number determined are neglected,
and must be. really negligible or will otherwise ihtroduce
large errors in the results ,.
2> The cosine terms are determined by the differences of
ordinates,and thus the magnitude of error in the result
may be many times the error of reading the ordinates- them-
selves.This is also true of all the coefficients determined by
the differences of the two columns-since the totals may be
nearly the sameand the difference due entirely to errors
in the determinationsi
In-order to show about the espected magnitude of the
errors of the first.class Grover computes the table given
in Fig. 17 .The curves referred to are taken from an alternator
with a distorted wave shape.The schedules with the greatest
number of points are of course the most accurate and show the
errors obtained bytoo few pointslFor errors of the second
class Grover made successive analyses with the same schedule
ftr the the same curvetaking y. at different points..These resu-
ults show about;30 maximum error in phase and a few percent
error in magnitude,the errors being greatest for the smallest
harmonics and the schedules using the smallest number of
pointsIlf the apparent magtindtude of the harmonic is only
two or three percent of the fundamental,then the errors may
be very large;50 percent or more;.in the magnitude of the
harmonic,but)only a small percentage of the fundamental!.
A fair accuracy to expect is probably about two percent
of the fundamental as the maximum error for any term.
This means that harmonics determined which give values less
than two percent of the fundamental may be neglected since
they may be only the result of errors in the method and not
actually exist at all.
C4P4Steinmetz in his books on Engineering Mathematics
and Elements of Electrical Engineering gives a sort of
schedule method for determining the coefficients with far
greater accuracy than by the more customary schedulesiHis
method also requires far greater labor.The basic theory is the
same.The difference lies in subtracting the coefficients as
obtained from the function,and then continuing the analysis
with the remainder.By this method the instantaneous values
of the function are always of the same magnitude as the
coefficients being determined.That is first b0 is calculated,
and then subtracted from y leavimg y'=y-bo.The afand b= are
determined and subtracted giving:
y ,=y,-(a1 sine+bicose)=y-(bR+aisine+b cose)
As an illustration he gives the determination of the first
three harmonics of a pulsating current curve.The results give
the value of the 7 terms b&h,ba,a,,b,,a,,b,,a,i In order to
determine these coefficients he requires 36 entries in each
of 12 columns,making 432 entries,.most of which require
some additional work such as multiplication or division etc...
When this is compared with the Runge Schedule for obtaiming
th'esame results it is safe to assume that the added accuracy
is not worth the added labor tequired.
FIGURES No. 1 and 2.
FIGURE No. 3.
FInURE No. 4.
·-~1-.
FIGURE No. 5.
FIGURE No. 6.
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FISCHER-HINNEN
METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
FISCHER-HINNEN METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
(Fischer-Hinnen;Elektroteck..Zeit.Vol.22;p.396e1901>)
(P.M.Lincoln,Electric Journal;Vol-5,p 4 386,1908)
(S.PdThompson;.Proc.Phys.Soc of London,Vol.23,p.334,1911>)
This method depends upon a development of equation
(5) and the Houston-Kennelly method...The period of the
curve to be analysed is divided into n equal intervals
of width 2n/niThe n-I ordinates are measured at the begin-
ning of each intervalý.Substituting these values of x and y
in the Fourier Series,n equations are obtained,which added
together give:
Zyr"nhB+ bZoos..xr+ ..tbkZoC .kxr+ ..i i+akZsin.kxr
'ghere the summation is carried from r=O to r=n-l.
If the intervals are started at xo=0,then xr=r(2n/n) and
the summations above may be expressed:
EcosikxreZcos(O+kr.2n/n)= 0, except when k=n,2n,3n,ý...4.
= n.cos.O=n,when k=n;2n;3n......,
Esin.kxr=Zsin(O+kr.2n/n)" 0;. for all values of k...
Thus! Zyr=n(o+ . - +n-+ bnn + bn. + b,,. + *....)
If;on the other hand the intervals are started at x'=n/n;.
Then= x =.n/n + r...2n/n, and':
Zcos.kx:EZcos[kn/n + krW2n/n] =0; except when k=n,,2n,.3n, ...
=n.cos(kn/n)=nvwhen k=2n;.4n;6ni.;
=-n,when k=n,3n)5n....
Zsin.kx1=Zsin[kn/n + kr.2n/n]=0, for all values of k:
Thus: Zy =n(bo - b,~n + b:- bsn + b+n-.:* ;.*)
Subtracting the first set of ordinates from the second set .
Zyr-Zy,=V(yr-y9)=2n(bn- + ban. +:bsn+..•..'.)
Thus: bn+ba3nbsn+... = 1/2 (=-Yo +Y-,y + - - ,**+Yn,--" )
From this it may be stated that:-If,.starting at x=O we measure
2nordinates at intervals of n/n,the average of these ordinates
taken alternately plus and minus is equal to the amplitude of
the n-th,3n-th,5n-th,..:..cosine components.
By similar treatment it may be shown that starting at x"=n/2n
an-asn+asn-an.+..: = 1/2n(y_'-y +y~-y, If*_ +'.* _ -y+_- )
Whence:- If,starting at x=n/2n,we measure 2n ordinates at inter-
vals of n/n,the average of these ordinates taken alternately
plus and minus is equal to the summ of the amplitudes,taken al-
ternately plus and minus;.of the n-th,.3,-th,5n-thi.'.sine com-
ponetrts-
Thus the individual harmonics are not separated,butithe
sums of multiple harmonics obtained.By determining the higher
harmonics first,then it is possible to subtract them from
values found for lowar values of n and thus determine all the
harmonics individually.LFig. 19 shows a curve divided up in
the proper way to determine be and a,,The Second set of
ordinates lies midway between the first sets
For ODD HARMONICS ONLY the case is simplifiedsSimilar reason-
ing develops the expressions::
bn+3bn+. 1..=.1/2n(2y,-2y +,. .+_2Yr ... )
=1/n(yo-y'. + ;+Yr-)
Thus it may be stated:- If;.starting at x=Or.we measure n ordinates
at intervals of n/n,the average of these ordinates taken alter-
nately plus and minus is equal to the sum of the amplitudes of
the n-th,3n-th,5n-th,i...cosine componentsi. If,starting at
x=n/2n,exactly the same proceedure is followed,the sum of the
amplitudes of the n-th,3n-th,5n-th,...sine components taken-al-
ternately-plus and minus,is !obtained.
In order to determine the value of the fundamental it is
only neccessary to make use of the equations:
a1 a 3+as- ...=y at 900
~72
:b,+b,+bs,•.=0
The operation of the Fischer-Hinnen method may be
graphically'illustrated, as in Figizo LIt is clearly seen
how the ordinates chosen pass through the peaks of the
3rd;9th-l5th etc. sine components,and through the zer6
points of the cosine components!The sum of the intercepts
of the ordinates with all harmonics except the odd multiples
of three sine components thus vanishes when the sum of the
ordinates is taken alternately plus and minus.
,Beattie(81ectrician;.Vol.67, p.,847j1911) proposes an ex-
tension of this method which increases the accuracy and re-
duces the number of higher harmonics included in the solution.
This method is graphically s-hown in FigS.Z ,and consists of
dividing the base into 4n instead of 2n equi-distant points...
The initial ordinate is then taken n/4n from the origin.The
ordinates are then taken in pairsand added alternately plus
and minus as before,.but the signs changed for each pair in-
stead of each ordinate,the scheme thus being ++--++-- etc'
The sum will then be:,.(an+a.n-asn-an+apn-+al .n-a,,(n etc vr2
For the cosine components the same ordinates are
used,but added according to the scheme:, +--++--+ etc.
When the, sum of ordinates 'givest,(bn-b1.-bsn+bn+nbon-b in ni)V,2
This does 'not offer much advantage except greater
accuracy and the same ordinates being used for sine and cosine
termsiBut comparing the signs of the coefficients obtained
with the 2n and 4n or'dinate systems it will be seen that a
c-ombination if the two will eliminate many of the harmonics
.included in bothlIf the mean"of the results :from the 2n and
4n measurements be taken,and, the valueicalled S".*for sine
and C". for cosine coefficientsgthe expressions become:.
Sg=an-a7n+an-a5sn . etc.
C."n=b n+b7n+b, n.+b n- etc 4
Which means that the next harmonic included is seven times
the one being sought.
FIGURE No. 18. Division of curve for Schedule.
FIGURE No.19. Division of Curve for Fischer-Hinnen.
Result: y = ao + a, cos x + a 2 co 2 x -+ + a cos 6 x
+ bl sin x + b2 sin 2 x+- ... + bsin5x.
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(b)
(d)
(a) Original Curve. (b) 3rd, 9th, 15th, &e., sine components. ( 3d 9th, 15th, hL.,
cosine components. (d) All the even and all the remaining odd mine and cosine
components including the constant term.
Fla. 1.--ILLUSTRATIN HARMONIo ANALYSIS OF CU• VE BY FICHEER
HINNEN'S 2n-ODINxATr METHOD.
FIGURE No. 20. Harmonic Analysis of Curve
by Fischer-Hinnen Method with 2n ordinates.
(b)
(d
FIGURE No. 21. Analysis of curve by
Method with 4n Ordinates.
'0111l11V I.(L•' IIII ,
(a) Original Curve. (b) 3rd, Oth, 15th, &c., sine components. (c) 3rd Otb, l154
cosine components. (d) All the even and all the remaining odd sine and OL
components including the constant term.
Fla. 2.-ILLUSTRATINo HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF CURVE BY
4n-ORDINATE METHOD.
Fischer-Hinnen
GRAPHICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
CLIFFORD-PERRY-SLICHTER METHOD OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
(Clifford,Proc.London Math.Soc.,Vol1.5,p..11,1873..)
(Perry;The Electrician,Vols.28,35,pp.362,285,1892-95.)
(Slichter,E.lectrical World,Vol.54,.p.146,1909.)
This method was first prop'osed by Clifford,and used
extensively by Prof,.Perry.More recently C.S.Slichter
prepared special coordinate paper for simplifying
its use,the theory remaining the same throughout.
The method consists of replotting the curve to be
analysed,which is assumed to be in cartesian form,in
the form of the projection of the curve wrapped around
a cylinder...Assume that the cylinder is of such diameter
that its periphery is: just equal to the length of one
period of the curve.The curve is then divided up into
a convenient number of ordinates,and a circle drawn
upon the charting p-aper%divided up into the same number
of segments...The vertical segment is taken as corresponding
to the position of Yo on the curve.Perpendiculars are
then erected at the ends of the radii forming the seg-
ments of the circle,a horizontal line drawn represent-
ing the X-axis,and the curve replotted on these perpen-
diculars,using the ordinates of the original curve
in the same numbered rotation as the radii of the circleL
The area of the curve thus obtained is measured with a
planimeter,and the result is prQportional to. thecosine
term coefficient of the fundamental.
This can easily be seen,since the perpendiculars
used to plot the curve measured by the planimeter are
spaced amounts proportional to the projection of the
radii of the construction circle upon the line perpen-
dicular to the radius corresponding to yo,which was
used as the X-axis in replotting.In 6ther vwords the
abscissae are now sin.x instead of x.Thus the coordinatesr
of the reconstructed curve are ysin.x.The planimetar will
measure the integral-.
fy'd(sin.x) =.-fyscos.x.,dx
The latter formi evaluating the fundamental cosine coefficient
according to (2).
If the construction were made with one of the horizontal
radii taken as proportional *to yo,.then the spacing of the
vertical lines would have been proportional the. cosine of
the angle and by similar reasoning the cosine component dCf
the fundamental would have been evaluated.
The simplification introduced by Slichter consists of
asing coordinate paper already divided with the vertical
lines spaced sinusoidally and the horizontal lines spaced
equallyiThen it is unneccessary to perform the construction
of the coordinates each time,but the curve may immediately be
plotted upon the special coordinate paper.For the fundamental
the curve is divided up into the same numbet of spaces
along the X-axis as there are in the coordinate paper..The
ordinates are plotted vertically;starting at the middle
of the left hand line (If middle is taken as zero) for the
sine coefficients ,and starting with the middle of the
vertical line for the cosine coefficients,.
For the value of the second harmonic coefficient the
same proceedure is followed,.except that the curve must be
plotted to angles having twice the value of the ordinate
position angleand so every other vertical line on the coor-
dinate apaper is used,and the curve drawn will cross, it twice.
For the k-th harmonic every k-th vertical line is used etc...
The coordinate paper is divided up so that 36;48 or72 parts
may be used as divisions of the complete period of the original
wave.Figs,. ZE to Zj show waves replotted in this way,and Fig...Z
shows a sample of the coordinate paper for this purposeiFig.Z9
is coordinate paper sinus-oidal in both directions included
as "'a matter of interest but not directly applicable to harm-
onic analysis.
Fig. 53. d(t = (d
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FIGURE No. 22. Constructi6n of curves for determining
the Sine and Cosine Components of an Harmonic by the
Perry Graphical Method.
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HOUSTON-KENNELLY MET-HOD OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
(Houston-Kennelly,Electrical WNrld&`Vol.31.p .580,.1898)
This method determines the coefficients by divid-
ing the curve up into strips chosen much in the s.ame
manner as the method later developed by Fischer-Hinnen.
Instead of dealing with the ordinates only:as does
Fischer-Hinnen,the Houston-Kennelly method makes use
of the summations of areas.
In Fig.30 let w,an odd number of semi-wave lengths,
be divided into p equal strip§.If p>1 and prime to w
the difference between the sums of the areas in alter-
nate strips is zero,provided the wave is purely sinusoidal.
In the Figure 5 semi-wave lengths are divided up into
9 stripd.Then the sum of the shaded areas is equal to
the sum of the unshaded areas.i 4 e. The sum of the odd
strips minus the sum of the even strips = OL If however
p is somnemultiple of w;.as would be the case forcertain
harmonics as indicated in Fig.31 ,and the strips commence
at:the zero line,then the odd areas minus the even areas
= p xithe area of one semi-waveLThus for, determining the!
third harmonic the curve would be divided into three
strips.If S=the summation difference of areas abdLe
the length of a complete period of the given wave;Then:
a.= nS/L
For the cosine coefficient the divisions are started
a triple frequency semi-wave length from zero and the
area summations repeated.The determination of any coeff-
icient will ilso include the value of the coefficients
of all higher harmonics which are odd multiples: of 3 of
the one being soubht.Thus the third will really be the
3rd+9th+15th etc.Therefore the higher ones must bedeter-
mined or assumed negligible and subtractedfrom the
values found.
4! ii
II II
FIGURES No. 30
Kennelly Method
and
of
31. Illustrating Houston-
Harmonic Analysis.
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ASHWORTH-HARRISON METHOD OF" GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS;
(Electrician;Vol.67)p'.888,,Engineering,Voli81,p.201;.19ll and 1906)
Harrison,.1906 and Ashworth,.1911 'proposed similar schenes
known as the Coplanar Force;,or Vector method of analysisi.
It is evident that any method which will multiply ; def-
inite set of ordinates by successivre sine or cosine values-
will give the coefficients desired in accordance with
equations (6) and (7 )
This method accomplishes this by vectdr addition!
The various ordinates are considered as vectors at an
angles given by their position;.or harmonic multiplel.
If the ordinates: are then added as vectors,the vector sum
will be n/2 times the desired coefficient...
Figs 3Z shows the vector addition for the fundamental
coefficients4Theecurve, is divided in tfwelve 'parts for the
co mplete, periodieach ordinate representing an increment of
300 on the X-axis;.The values of the ordinates are laid off
to scale;each making an angle of 300 with thet preceding one..
The line OP represents the vector sum.This is the value of
the amplitude of the: fundamental termaThe angle POB=9p,
is the phase angle of the fundamental with respect to the
zero point of the ordinates chosen,and the projections of
OP upon the X and Y axes give the sine and cosine components.
Thus one advantage of this method is that the harmonic
iss completely!determined with one graphical construction,
and it is not neccessary to make separate constructions
for the sine and cosine componentsiIt also eliminates the
usual neccessity of combining the sine and cosine components
into the true magnitude of the harmonic amplitude and its
phase relation after the, components have been determined...
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HAZELTINE GRAPHICAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS.
(Hazeltine,Electrical Review,Volume 50,page 235,1907.)
The Hazeltine Graphical Method,while not differ
ing greatly from others,deserves a note as introducing
one or two points of originality.
The curve to be analyzed is plotted in
polar form,either directly by means of polar oscillo-
graph,or indirectly by replotting from rectangular components.
Another curve is then constructed from the Iplar curve.
The abscissae for this final curve are the angular pos_
itions of the radii chosen from the polar curve,while
the ordinates are the projections of the corresponding
points of the polar curve upon the X or Y axis.Thus two
curves are really obtained,and the actual ordinates of these
curves are values of the original ordinates times sine or
cosine of the position aigles.Thus the area of these final
curves measured with a planimeter will be the integral of
y.sin Q or y.cos O,which is the value of the fundamental
sine and cosine coefficients.
For higher harmonics the polar curve must be replot-
ted giving the angles chosen k times the actual angle of
the original curve,the final curves are then re-plotted
from this,and the area of these curves with a planimeter
will then give the sine and cosine components of the k-th
harmonic.
It will be seen that the number of plottings.
neccessary is excessive,but it employs the underlying idea in
the Chubb analyser,and is a sort of complementary form
to that of Clifford,Slichter etc.
BEATTIE METHOD OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS.
(R.Beattie,The Electrician,Vol .67p.326,370,June 9,1911..)
This me-th6d,in its application,is sort of a cross
between the schedule and Fischer-Hinnen types-.The curve
is divided up into one set of parts,but the readings
made by special scales so that only addition and sub-
traction of the results is neceessary to obtain the
coefficientsL
The theory depends directly upon the Fourier Series
solution given in formulas (4),(6),(7).In this expression
the successive ordinates must be multiplied by the sine or
cosine of their respective position anglesIf the value
of the ordinate is measured with a special scale for e.ach
ordinate;.the adjustment of the scale divisions may be made
to perform the multiplication by the proper trigonometric
function.This is the idea of the method Beattie developed.
The special scales are drawn upon transparent medium
such as tracing cloth,or better,celluloida special set
of scales being required for each coefficient to be determine
Beattie calls these "Reciprocal Sine,or cosineScales.".
Figs:33 to38 show such scales for the coefficients b.o
as,bsand a,. It is possible to lessen the required number of
charts by putting two sets of scales upon one sheet as in
Fig...33 giving the arrangement for determining be and as
Or it may be that the curve is not available but &nly certain
ordinates,which;,.if properly chosen,may be:read from the
uniform part of'the scale and the values multiplied by the
sin5e read from the reciprocal scalei
If the number of divisions used per period is n,and the
ordinates read from the reciprocal sine scales are y rand
ftom the reciprocal cosine scales are y",then the values
617
of the coefficients are given by the e.pressibns:
bk=2/n(y+"+y""g+y"+y .Ly" )
k 2. S. 4.ak 2/n(y1+y1+y1+y1+i.... 4y)
Where the proper scale is used for the k-th harmonic,
It is evident,though not mentioned by Beattie,that the
scales could be constructed to include the constant multi-
plier 2/n similar to the schedule of Kemp.i(Schedule methods).
By means of reciprocal sine curves,Fig.33Z,Beattie
claims a greater generality but not as much simplicity.
The curves are constructed by assuming a large number of
reciprocal sine scales t6 the constructed;.and the similar-
ly numbered divisions connected by lines The curves thus
determined correspond to the general equation:
y=+.k/sin.ne
The proce~dure is to first draw the curve so that period-is
equal to the distance Si-S,.The base is then divided up:into
any nymber of convenient equal parts;.and ordinates erected
at the mid-points of the divisions.The curve is theniplaced
over the sheet of reciprocal curves;or visa-versa,and the
points where the ordinates intersect the reciprocal curves
read.The base must of course coincide with Sr-S,.The sums
of these readings give n/2 times the coefficient of the
sine component.For the cosine component the curve is shifted
900andthe same process repeateddThe particular arrangement
shown gives the second harmonic...This system hasthe advantage
of being able to use any number of ordinates with corresponding
accuracyiFig.38already mentioned is in reality. a Sine :Scale
chartiThe curve is redrawn by means of the sine scales in-
stead of linear scales!.The area of the resulting curve gives
the coefficient desired.This is a complementary construc'tion
to that of Slichter,Clifford, etc.4
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FIGURE No. 32. Analysis by Coplanar Forces.
FIGURE No. 33. Beattie Chart.
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FIGURES No. 34,35,36,37. Beattie Charts for Analysis.
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FIGURE No. 38. Beattie Diagram of Rgeciprocal
Sine Curves for Fifth Sine and Cosine Components'.
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ROTTENBURG METHOD OF GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS..
(H.Rottenburg,A Multiplying Chart for the Graphical Analysis
of Curves into their component Harmonics.) (The Electrician;
Vol1.70,p114;1913:.)
This method depends directly upon the fact that the
coefficients as determined by the integrals of equations
(2) and (3) represent the areas of curves whose ordinates
are the same as the original curve multiplied by the
sine or cosine of their position angle,or harmonic multiple
of their position angle,the abscissae remaining the same.
Thus the ordinates may be read,multiplied by the value
sin..kx or cos.kx,and plotted to the same base.Then the
areas of these derived curves will give the harmonic
coefficients,.and may be determined with an ordinary
planimeter.
Two curves analysed by this method are shown in Figs..39
and 4o0 The first is an arbitrarily drawn curve and shows
the derived curves for the Ist;.2nd;.and 4th harmonicsi.Unless
it is known that no even harmonics exist it is neccessary to
plot the curves, for a complete period in order that the
area of the even derived curves should become zero.The second
curve is a triangle,and shows the 1st,:2nd;:3rd,5th and 7th
derived curves drawn in for one quarter of the periodiAs the
curve is obviousky symmetrical it is not neccessary to con-
struct more than this part of the derived curves for this
case:.
In order to facilitate constructionRottenburg uses
a chart consisting of radiating lines on tracing cloth;
arranged so that when the bottm is on the X-axis and the top
line runs through the curve,then the value of the ordinate
multiplied by one of the chosen position angles will be
indicated by one if the other lines,which may then be pricked
through and thederived curve ultimately drawn through the
var6ous prick marks..
; Lt-~
FIGURES No. 39 and 40. Rottenburg Construction.
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DIRECT READING METHODS OF ANALYSIS.
ANALYSIS BY RESONANCE.
(M...I.Pupin,American Jour.of Science.Vol.148,p..379,1894)
(Beattie:.Electrician, Vol.69; p.63,1912 .)
(Railway Commission Report,State of. California,1919.)
As Pupin did much to develop the theory of electric-
al resonance,he was naturally the first to propose its
use for harmonic analysis.It is of course a direct
reading method.A resonant circuit is connected as: shown
in Fig.4 1
Alte
nat
Elcctrometcr.
Load..
o. 41.
The circuit consists of a low resistance air core
inductance L and a low loss adjustable condenser C.
An electrostatic voltmeter is attached to the condenser
terminals and indicates when resonance has been obtained'.
The terminals of the resonant circuit are connected
across, resistance A-B for measuring harmonics in the current
wave;and across a portion of resistance C-D for measuring
harmonics in the potential wave.The desired connection is
made and the condenser is slowly moved through its range.
Every time the proper combination of L and C is obtained
to resonate with a frequency in the current going through
the shunt being used,,it will be indicated by the elec-
trostatic voltmeter.It is a qualitative ragther than a
quantitative mebhod,but the relative values of the
harmonics may be closely approximated..The theory for
this as given by Pupin is as follows:
If the current in the main circuit is:
y=a.sine+asin3e+. .;~+an.±isin(2n+1)e+., i
Then the drop between the terminals of the resonator is.
e=b,sin 8+i 1.+b2n.+,sin(2n+i)8+...
Where: b 2n+1 = a2 n.+1.r r = ohmic resistance between
resonator terminals.
If:. L=. Inductance of resonator circuit.
C- Capacity of resonator circuit..
R= Resistance of resonatforcircuit.
The current in the resonator will be: 8=wt
Yr=nZ (b 2n+l)sin[(2n+l)e +P•,n+l]//(2n+1)22{( 2 n + l)V+L}2+R2
If therefore the capacity C be adjusted so that:
[1/(2n+l) 2 w2C]-L=O then the circuit will be in resonance
with the harmonic of of frequency:, (2n+1)&/2n, and if L is
large compared to R,.the current Yr will be given by the
following expression to within a very small fraction of
one per:cent error:.
yr=[b 2 n.+s/R] sin(2n+l)e
The voltmeter will read: !P2n.+,=[ (2n+l)wL/R)bn+i, (Amplitude)
The fundamental frequency will be given by: IP,=wLb 1 /R
The ratio of any harmonic wvill then be
(Pn+ix)/P2=(2n+1)(b*++n/b1)
7$-
Beattie and several others have proposed circuit modif-
ications to simplify the tests,but the principle is the
same in all the methods.
The difficulties lie in the fact that the inductance
and capacity must be of large value and reasonably
high grade.This makes the apparatus required heavy,
bulky and expensive.The elctrostatic voltmeter is
a rather delicate piece of apparatus,and if it is
sensitive enough to determine small values of harm-
onics,it requires special mounting which cannot be
obtained outside of a labioratory.Also the method
require. power drawn from the circuit being inves-
tigated-The power is not large measured by ordinary
power standards,but may be very large compared to
that available in many types of investigations,and the
amount dragon at resonance may be more than enough to distort
the conditions from those that would occur if the
resonant shunt were not connected'Further the function
being investigated must remain absolutely constant for
the complete duration of test,a condition very seldom
obtained even in laboratory work..
The work of the California Railroad Commission in
investigating Teleph6ne Interference gives the latest
data upon the use of this type of instrument It was modified
for use in the field by using a telephone in:series
with the resonant circuit as indicator,9 separate oscillator
was'ctnnected so that the telephone could be rapidly thrown
from resonant circuit to oscillator circuit .The resonant
circuit was then adjusted for maximum sound,and the oscill-
ator circuit adjusted until the sound in the telephone
when connected to it was identiaal with that obtained from
the resonant shuntkBy means of calibration of the oscillator
the amplitude and frequency of the different harmonics were
thus determined.The accuracy obtained was about 10 percent
error in latge values of harmonics,,although some small
ones were discovered which could not be determined with
oscillograph curves;
CLASS 3. TYPE A. FORM b.
LAWS' DYNAMOMETRICAL ANALYSER..
(F.A.LawsTechnology Quarterly,Volume VI,p.252, 1893).
This device employs a dynamometer of conventional
design,through one coil of which is passed the current to be
analysed,and through the other coil is passed a sinusoidal
current whose period and phase can be controlled..If the
complex current is in phase with the sine current,the deflection
of the dynamometer will then be proportional to the sine
component of the harmonic in the complex current having the
same frequency as that of the sinusoidal current.If the
two currents are 900 out of phase then the deflection
will be proportional to the cosine component of the same
harmonic.
Furthermore,if the phase of the controlled sine current
is shifted until the maximum reading is obtained,then the deflec':
tion is proportional to the modulus of the harmonic,or its
actual amplitudeyand the: departure of the controlled sine cur,
rent Ifrom coincidence in phase with the complex current is
identical with the phase relation of the harmonic to the
complex wave.The phase relation of the harmonic may be more
accurately determined by adjusting for zero deflection and
correcting by 900 .The correctness of this is easily shown
as follows:
At any instant the force acting on the movable coil is:
KKf(wt)sin.mwt
Where K is an instrumental constant and Ki is the maximum
value of the sine current.The•!dynamometer thus performs the
integration:
D = KKI/2nlf+ f (wt)sin.mwt,=: (KKi/2)Am
Thus A,= 2D/KKI if the two currents are in phase,and sim-
ilarly for Bmlif the two currents are 900 out of phase.
In this case m is any odd integer determining the order
of the harmonic derived,A and B are respectively the
sine and cosine termicoefficients,and D is the deflection
of the !dynamometer, It will at once be seen that the integral
is identical with that-obtained from the solution of
Fourier's Series.
For the second method of operation:
D = KKi/2,fnf f(wt)sin(mwt+cp)dwt = KKi/2[Amcosp+Bmsincp]
= (KKI/2)/Ai•+ B! sin(q+E)
tanEm= Am/B m and D will have its maximum value when p+ =900
Furthermore:. tanm= cot mE Whence: m= Om Thus:-
p is known from the displacement in phase of the controlled
sine current,qimibeing tan-1Bm/Am.
Prof.Laws suggests the extension of this method to!
recorded curves by arranging a slide wire iwith a contact
moved by a template cut from the recorded curve and thus
giving a current reproducing that which originally was
recorded.However,this introduces such complexity that it
would appear to limit the method to direct application.
The method should be accurate and the dynamometer
is simple of'construction,but considerable apparatus
would be required to obtain the controlled sine wave,since
not only must the frequency and phase be under control,
but also the ifrequn ecy must be maintained a synchronous
multiple of ithe complex wave measured. Fortunately very small
power is trequiredand it might be possible to arrange
vaccuum tubes excited by the isource of the complex wave
and filter circuits segregated harmonics,though it is
not clear howia simple method of controlling the phase could
be developed,
Sý i
MECHANICAL METHO DS OF ANALY SI S.
ANALYSER DUE TO LORD KELVIN.
(KelvinSProceedings Royal Society; Vols.24,27,.p...266,.371,1876-78).
The machine used by Lord Kelvin as an Analyser was
first proposed by his brother-,J..J.Thomson,as an ordinary
integrator,and Lord Kelvin showed that by certain modifica-
tions it could also be used as a harmonic analyser.In both
eases the general construction was the same and is shown in
Fig.4-Z.It consists of a disc DD mounted on the axle AA.The
disc is inclined 'at an angle so that a sphere B lies paetly
on the disc and partly &n the cylinder CC,which is mounted
by the ptvots EE,but left free to rotateiThe mounting is
adjusted so that as the ball rolls across the face of the disc
it will pass through one p6int where its P-inrit oftcontact
with the disc is at the center of the disc. As an integrator
linkages are introduced so that the disc DD is revolved
an amount proportional to the abscissae of the curve being
integrated,,while the sphere B is displaced from the
central position an amount proportional to the ordinates
of the curve...Thus the motion imparted to the recording cylinder
CC is proportional to y.dx and the machine: performs an inte-
gration of the form ff(G)de;which gives the area..
However)if the disc DD is given an independant motion;
which may be p(e),then the integration will be of the form
ff(6)p(e)de.. Suppose a point on the circumference of DD is
given a displacement of p(O)d8,,the radius of the point being
R.,Then if the distance between the center of the disc and
its point of contact with the sphere be f(e),the point of
contact of the the sphere with the disc and therefore the
point of contact of the sphere with the cylinder will move
through a distance f(e)cp(e)de/a hence if the radius of
the integrating cylinder CC be r;the angle dw turned through
by this cylinder is f(e)p(6)de/Rr,and the total angle after
complete trace of curve is 1/Rr.f8 f(e)c(e)de..
If p(e) be made sin~ke or cos.ke the integration
then evaluates the required integral for the determination
of the harmonic coefficient according to equations (2),(3)4
A sketch of the analyser designed for the British Ad-
miralty by Lord Kelvin is shown in FigA-'3 _There are eleven
discsthe spheres being guided by yokes from the: common
member across the top,to which is attached a stylus with
which the curve tobe analysed is followed.The curve itself
is wrapped around a drum in the center of the apparatus.
Thus the radii at which all the spheres roll are proportion-
al to the ordinates of the curve4 T:he mechanism imparting the
proper motion to the discs is not clearly showniOne way of
doing this was to have a separate cylinder upon which was
wrapped a sheet carrying a true sine curve4This independant
cylinder was gearedtthe cylinder carrying the curve tobe
analysed so. thaV it traced one period of the sine wave for
one period of the unknown waveLThe different discs were.
then geared to a rack with theýproper harmonic ratios.and the
rack operated. by a stylus caused to follow the sine, curve.
In order to avoid the difficulties of- guiding two stylus
points,a later model substituted ia cranj. pin and guide
motion for the sine curve,the crank pin be-ing driven by
the cylinder carrying the unknown curve .The: integrating
cylinders across the front then gave the -coefficients upon
a series of graduated discs which can be, seenialong the.
front.
This analyser involved one principle of imechanism
which Lord Kelvin considered very important for work of
this sort;.namelyy.there is no sliding between the various-
pawts: of the integrating mechanism,the sphere having
a free raolling motion •and thus eliminating errors which
are present to a greater or less degree in planimeter types
of analysers..In the form described above,however,it was
a-very largeyheavy and bulky apparatus,.being practically a
fixtyre in any place where it was installed.
FIGURE No.42.
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FIG. 100. Kelvin's tidal harmonic analyzer.
FIGURE No.43.
FIGURE No.4-4.
ANALYSER DUE TO WIECHERT AND SOMMERFELD..
(Walther DyckyKatalog Mathematischer und Mathematisch-Phys-
ikalischer Modelle,Apparate und Instrumente Munchen.1892).
The analyser consists of a cylinder 'ABCD around which
the curved to be analysed is wrapped,and which has two rot-
?ting movements.The first rotation is around its central
axis and the second is around a vertical center through the
point 0 .The two motions bear a definite relation to each
other dependant upon the order of the harmonic being sought.
A thread or wire is supported over the top element of the
cylinder,EF,arranged so that it rotates with the cylinder
around 0 but always remains immediately over and parallel
to the top element.In addition to the cylinder mechanism is
a disc S upon which rolls the recording wheel R,.carried by
the frame J.The disc S rotates at the same rate as the cylinder
around its central axisLAt the lower end of the frame J is
a second thread or wire GH.In order to operate the analyser
the cylinder is turned through its compound motion and the
frame J maintained in such a position that the line GH
is always vertical to the line OK and passes through the
intersection of the curve and the line EF...The dimensions are
such that when the, line GHBpasses through:0 the wheel Ris at
the center of the disc SAThus the rotation of the wheel R
depends upon,first the radius at which it rolls,which is pro-
portional to the projection of the ordinate of the curbe upon the
vertical line OK ,and second upon the rotation of the disc
S,which is proportional to 4ý of the curve.
The, angle POK = kwt, and OP =. y
Thus:.: OQ =Y.y.cos kt a Radius at which R rolls.
The speed or amount of rotation of S =.,wt
whichb:is the same as the rotation of the cylin-
around its central axis.
The wheel R is 'rotated an amount proportional to these Itwo
expressions, hence:.
Rot@tioplof wheel R = wf 2Tny.cos.kwt.dt = . k
Thus for the conditions the value of the kth cosine coeffic-
ient is determinedLThe cylinder has been assumed to lie with
its axis parallel to OK when starting the trace.If the axis
is started parallel to GHi'then by the same reasoning the
value of the sine coefficient is determined.
Thei value of k is the ratio between the revolutions of the
cylinder around 0 and around its central axisi.Thus if the
cylinder makes two revolutions around 0 for one trace of the
curve,or in other words,one revolution of the cylinder
around its central axis,then the coefficients of the second
harmonic willbe read from the wheel R.A copy of an engraving
of the completed machine taken from the University of Konigs-
berg :in 1890The cylinder is rotated with one handwhile the
cage carrying the wheel R is made to follow the curve by
means of the hand-whee-l in the upper right hand cornerl
It is: neccessary to have the curve of such a length that 6ne
full period is: equal to the circumference of the cylinder,
and the doyble adjustments makes the action rather slow.
The beginning tof the trace requires careful adjustment,
and must be adjusted in two different positionsi.one for the
sine and one, for the cosine components...The gears or other
driving means between the two rotations of the cylinder
must be altered for each harmonic...
HARMONIS ANALYSER DUE Td WIECHER~ AND SOMMERFELD.
FIGURF~ . No.- 45.
FIGURE No.4-6.
47. Analyser of WIECHERT and
I
FIGURE No. SOMMERFELD.
ANALYSER DUE TO BASHFORTH.
(F.Bashforth;.British Association Reportl1892.)
Bashforth proposed a mechanical framework to
perform the analysis -n exactly the same manner as
the Harrison-Ashworth graphical method,or method of
coplanar forces.By referring to the Harrison-Ashworth
scheme it will be seen that the ordinates are repres-
ented as vectors;,,and the position angles,.or harmonic
multiples of them,used as the aný2les of the vectors.
The Bashforth machine consists if a series of rods
or bars,connected to each other by adjustable connections
carrying protractors to indicate the angles..The bars
are provided with scales indicating the distance from
the joint in one connector to that in the next.,To operate
the curve to be analysed is divided up into any number
parts,equal or less than the number of bars,and the
ordinates measured...The framework of bars is then adjust-
ed so that the distance between joint-centers on suc-
cessive bars is equal to the successive ordinates of
the curve.For the fundamental the angles between bars
are then set the same as the angles between successive
ordinates,.and the distance between the ends of the
framework gives the fundamental amplitude,and its
angular relation gives the phaselFor the second harmonic
the angle at each joint is doubled,and for the third
harmonic is trebled etc.
It has the advantage of determining both sine
and cosine components with one setting,byt the number
of settings for an extensive analysis would be very
large'..It also has the limitations of the schedule
analysis methods upon which itis based
ANALYSER DUE TO HENRICI&
(O.Henrici;.Philosophical Magazine, Vol .38, p1110, I894..)
The analyser developed , by Prof.Henrici is at present
the most accurate and speedy as well as one of the best
known of the mechanical harmonic analysers:.The manufacture
and some of the davelopments have been carried out by
Coradi of Z urichiThe present form is the result 6f
trials with two other types,in addition to many impro-
vements in detail of the present typet
Henrici's first type is roughly indicated in figure4-b.
This was made in 1889 and consisted of a cylinder C around
which the curve was wrapped,and a flat board B which carried
the planimeter P.The board B ran in guides and was given
simple harmonic motion by means of a crank mechanism
geared to the cylinder.As the cylinder was rotated the plan-
imeter point was caused to follow the curve,and thus the
displacement of the p'lanimeter wheel was determined by
the ordinates of the curve and the motion of the board.4By
proper adjustments this would give the harmonic coefficients
ine at a time-,according to the formulas (2),(3),oriby con-
sidering the integration. of these formulas by papts.
k-nak* [y.sin.ke] gn - f2 11 sin.ke.dy
If the curve is continuous the first term becomes zeto,and it
is so small as to be negligible even if the curve has discon-
tinuitiessAs the pianimeter point has a motion proportional
to:Jdy-;and the surface upon which it operates has a motion
pbotional to sin.ke,iit is evident that the final reading
will evaluate this integraL.!
Fig. 48 j.
The next type is an inversion of the pianimeter wheels-and is
shown in Fig.4-9 .The curve is again wrapped aroynnd a cylinder C
and followed with a stylus T.The stylus,-however;.now is carried
by an arm running in tracks SS so that it only moves parallel
to the axis of the cylinder.At e a vertical spindle carries
the recording wheels,and now two can be used to give the sine and
cosine coefficients of one harmonic with a singlke trace,the
two wheels R, and R, being mounted at right angles..The vertical
spindle is rev6lved through an angle ke for a motion of the
cylinder C through an angle 6,.k being the order of the harmonic
sought..This motion of the vertical .spindle is accomplished
bylmeans of the jointed arm ABA and the belt b;.which is driven
by the wheel H,whic:h is in turn driven by gears or friction from
the cylinder 0 through the wheel VV..The gear ratio between VV
and H determines the order of the harmonic coefficient read
on R, and RiThe theory is similar to the previous type...
This introduced,however;a sliding motion between the rec-
ording Wheels R. and R, and the surface upon which they operated,
and introduced considerable error where the value of the
harmonic was small and its order high4 Therefore the third modifica-
tion was developed by the introduction of glass spheres to
operate the recording wheels,and the elimination of sliding
contacts.This is shown in figures 51 ; 5Z ;,and 53 jThe completed
machine has five glass spheres carried, by a framework t,Fig.
the spheres resting upon wheels driven by the rollers carry-
FIGURE No. 49. Early Model of Benrici Analyser.
Fig.
FIGURE No. 50. Single Element Henrici-Coradi Analyser.-
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FIGURES No. 51 and 52. Details of Henrici Analyser"
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FIGURE: 53.- Complete,- Henrici-Coradi .Five .Element Analyser.-
ing the framework,and rynning in tracks along the sides of
.the, operating table,.The curve is layed flat upon the table
instead of being wrapped around a cylinder;and traced
with the stylus S;whic'h moves freely along the framework in the
direction of the X-axisbut carries the framework with it
in the direction of the Y-axis.Thus the spheres are all
rotated through an angle proportional to the ordinates
of the curveiAround each sphere is a cage capable of sep-
arate motion concentric with the spheres ,reach cage carrying
two recording wheels in contact with the spheres: at points
900 apart.This is shown in Fig.51 ,the sphere being G and
the recording wheels R, and R,,the pressure of the wheels
being counterbalanced by the.idlet r at N4 Thus if the cages
remained stationary the recording wheels would also be given
a deflection proportional to the ordinates of tth curve6
But the cages carrying the recording wheels are connected to
the stylus by means of the pulleys;v,w;Fig 5s? ,.operated by a
wire attached to the stylus carriagelIn this way as the curve is
traced the recording wheels revblve around the sphetes, or
actually cause the spheres to revolve upon their contact with the
bottom driving w-heelslBy having the proper sized pulleys the
recording wheels will thus operate at a radius proportional
to the sine, or cosine of the units us-ed in the X-axis of
the curve being analysediSince the spheres are revolving
pvoportional to the ordinates of the curve the final read-
ings of the integrating wheels will evaluate:
f021n sin.keOdy and fo7 cos.ke...dj
which is the solution neccessary td determine the harmonic
coefficients .ccording to formulas (2),.(3). Each of the
five spheres will determine one sine and 6ne cosine coefficient,
and thus :tencoefficients may be determined for one trace of
the curve...By changing pulleys upon the wheel carrying cages
any order of harmonics may be determined;the limit being
the point at which the order is so high that the pukleys be-
come too small to be operated without error due to slipping of
the wire.
9!"
A little more rigorously the mathematical analysis
becomes:
fyjsin...keide = -y.cos.ke/k + 1/kfcos.ke8dy.
And since Aki 1/ff7y.sin.ke.de,
Then. Ak= 1/knfb2ncos.ke.dy.
In figure 51 the recording wheels are shown in the starting
position and the line MR, represents the axis. of rotation of
th5 spheres for the deflection due to the curve ordinates .
After a small portion of the curve has been traced the
wheels will have revolved through an angle mar:ked kwt=ke.
The sphere will have rotated about its orginal axis MR,
an amount proportional to dy in the same interval.The
motion imparted to the recording wheel R, will then have been
proportional to the sphere deflection dy and the radius
at which the wheel restsior a perpendicular between the
line MR, and the line tt,which is proportional to sine kwte
sin...ke.Thus after the complete trace has been made the
wheel Ri will have a deflection proportional to f sin.ke.dy
and in like manner the wheel R2 will have a deflection pro-
portional to f cos.ke.de;.which,from the reasoning above,-
is the evaluation of the Tk-th harmonic cosine and sine
cioe f ficient s...
It is interesting to note that there are many similarities
betw_,en this machine and that of Kelvin.If it be considered
that the cylinder of the Kelvin machine is replaced by the
wheels R, and Rj,and the disc by the linear motion upon the
tableithen the two mechanisms are almost identical in basic
featuresialthough the operation is inverted.That is the
elements introducing the dy and sin.ke components are in-
terchanged..The accuracy obtained is very great and checks
obtained by synthesizing curves after analysis syrprisingly
close.
HARMONIC ANALYSER DUE TO SHARP.
(Sharpi;Thilosophical Magaziae,Vol.38,p.121,1894.)
The analyser consists of a carriage FF,rolling upon
the three wheels W W & W1.Acroes the front of the carriage is a
slot SS in which the cage G is guided by two small wheels.The pointer
P is fixed to the cage G so that it moves proportional to the ord-
inates of the curve to be analysed.The diameter of the wheels WW
is adjusted so that they make the same number of revolutions for
o ne period of the curve as the order of the harmonic being deter-
mined.The arm F supports the three discs DI,D 2 & D5,the first of
which is geared 1:1 to the axle of the whbels WW.The second disc
acts as a coupling between the first and third,and carries right
angled slots,one on one side and the other on the other side,in which
slide keys or splines in the adjacent faces of the top and bottom
discs.In this way the third disc is constrained to rotate in the
same manner as the wheels WW,but may have its center displaced
in any direction.The action is similar to a trammel gear or Oldham
coupling.The motion of the top disc is further constrained by the
wheel R2 which makes a friction contact with the disc,and is
driven through a shaft by the wheel R1 which is driven by friction
upon the surface of the main frame beside the track SS.Thus as the
pointer P is caused to trace the curve the top disc is moved
horizontally back and forth amounts proportional to the ordinates
of the curve,while it rotates amounts proportional to the abscissae
of the curve.
The wheel R2 draws a curve upon the top disc such that
each element of length dy makes an angle of kot with the Y axis,
and the result is similar to the graphical coplanar force diagram,
except that it is drawn for an infinite number of infinitesimal
forces.Projections of this curve upon lines parallel to the X and
Y axes then give the integrals determining the harmonic coefficients
of the sine and cosine terms.Furthermore the line drawn through the
ends of the curve represents the absolute value of the harmonic
coefficient,and its angle represents the phase angle of the harmonic.
Thus it is not actually neccessary to draw the curve but only the
first and last positions of the wheel R2 are neccessary.This leqds
to the interesting fact that it is not neccessary to make any prelim-
inary adjustments,as no matter how the machine is set at the start,
the two positions of the wheel R2 will determine the coefficients.
The different orders of harmonics are obtained by either
chmaging the size of the wheels WW or the gearing between them and
the bottom one of the three discs.This machine is distinctive in being
practically the only method which gives the absolute value and phase
angle of the harmonics,the others determining the sine and cosime
terms separately and requiring later mathematical combination.
No. 54'.
Assume that OKZ represents the curve drawn by the wheel R,
on the top disc Ds.When the pointer P is at some point of
the curve having the coordinates y,t,let the wheel R, be
in the position Q.The disc Ds has been turned through an
angle wt.Now let the pointer be moved to some new point
P' such that the angle between QQ' and OY' = wt.Then
QQ'= dy...
Hence:. QQ"=coswt.dy
G"Q' sinattdy
Thus the coordinates of Z are.:
OV=J+ coswt.dy 4 nbsOV= cost.dy From Equation (8);(9).ZV=fO+ sinct.dy=-nag
Further .
i.e.
Or:
OVOZcoszq=Rcc cos yI
ZV OZsin#-c s iny I
OZ =, -C
tanyj . -ZV/OV =, -tan p
Y f =, n - (P
y being the phase- angle of the harmonic and the modulus or
absolute value being c.The above is carried out for the fund-
amental,but would be similar in every respect for higher
har monies.
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ANALYSER DUE TO YULE2
(G.UO.Yule,Philosophical Magazine,Vol.39,p.367;.1895):
The first machine proposed by Yule was designed with
the idea of great simplicity and cheapness4It is indicated
by Fig..G-6;and consisted of a board B on which a carriage
.A could slide in the y-axis direction.The member A carried
a stylus T).and also : scale of sines at S;,with small indentations
opposite the different points of the scaleLA planimeter
then had its fixed point mounted in B;and its tracer point
placed in'one of the indentations of the sine scale., In
operation the curve is divided up into a number of equal
spaces.and' placed upon a second board C.P is then placed
at zero;T placed at the point where the curve crosses the
axis,and the planimeter adjusted to zero4 The curve is then
slid along and T adjusted to the ordinate y1 ,when P is
moved to the, angle at which y1 occursLT is then shifted
to y, and P to angle corresponding to y. etc. The final
reading of the planimeter gives the area of the polygon:.
y,(sinx-sin.O)+y2,(sin2x-sin.x)+y. (sin3x-s:in2x)+,•,j,..i.
Which approximates the integral:. f,2 y..d(sine))
which is one form of the integral evaluating the harmonic
coefficient of the fundamental sine term.For the higher
harmonies the same proceedure is followed except that the
pointer P is placed in every other scale stepfor the second
harmonicevery third for the third harmonic etc.For the cosine
term coefficients the point P is started at 90 o instead of O0D:
The greater the number of ordinates used the greater will be
the closeness of the approximation.
The final machine practically makes this proceedure
automatic and continuous and so gives the actual integral
instead of its approximation..It is indicated in Fig... 5 .
It consists of three pieces:A rolling rule L with a rack on
the lower edge.A wheel P with teeth to fit the raca.and an
arm in the end of which the third partjan ordinary-polar
p'lanimeter;rests its tracer point.The curve is fastened
to any convenient boadd and the rolling rule placed par-
allel to its X-axis.The wheetl P has a hole in its center
which is placed at the zero point of the curve with the
arm pointing to the left and in line with the X-axis.
The planimeter is set to zero and the board inclined so that
the. rule L will rest against the .wheel P.The wheel is- then
caused to trace the curve with its center,the planimeter
following the gyrations of the end of the arm PD,.The trace
is carried back to the starting point along the X-axisand
with some types: of curves the planimeter will then give
the reading of one of the coefficientsiWith curves involving
a constant term the planimeter must be caused to trace
the curve backwards without any wheel;which eliminates the
constant term,and gives the coefficient sought as the remainder:.
The cosine terms are determined by having the arm DP
perpendicular to the X-axis at the start,and the sine terms
from the setting used above.The order of the harmonic is det-
ermined by the number of revolutions of the wheel per wave
length of curve.Thus one revolution for compl6te trace of
one wave length will give the fundamental components etc..
Let the coordinates of D be in.~.
S= t - rcos.kwt where r = PD
n =.y - r.sin.kwt
For trace from P to R,planimeter reading =, _f- r.da
= If (y-r.sin.kwt)(dt+kwr.sin.kwt...dt)
And back again along the X-axis gives:.
Planimeter reading= fJ (-r.sin.kkt)(dt+kwr.sin.kwt.dt)IT
Thus the total planimeter reading will be :
l01
fo y.dt + kwrfo yisin.kwt.dt
The first part of this equation is the area of the curve,
and, the second part will be recognized as the evaluation
of the k-th sine, term coefficient of the FcUrier Series.
Therefore if the planimeter now be run over the curve in
the ordinary way but with oppostte sense it will subtract
t-he first term and leaue kwr times the coefficient sought.
If r is designed so that it is equal to 1/kw,.then the
final planimeter reading will be the harmonic coefficient
direct~times n.
If a complete period of the curve has been traced,andiit
is an alternating current wave free from even harmonics,
then the value fj y.dt will be zero,and it is unneccessary
to perform the second trace of the curve with the planimeter4
If ween harmonics are present however,the term for y.dt
will not be zero and must be, subtracted, as above.With
waves where even harmonics are absent' the trace of a half
cycle is sufficient to give the harmonic coefficient,but
in thi.s case the second trace of the, curve must be made,.
since the planimeter has not followed both halves of
the period, and so fo y.dt will not be aero.
If the planimeter reading be fk,.then:in generalr
f-k . bot + nkr.a k
Or,if b¶r is eliminated;.
ak=, fk/1kr
The same things hold for the cosine terms,the arm'of the
wheel being started at right angles to the position 6or
the sine term coefficients,as alreadystated.
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FIGURE No. 56.
FIGURE No. 57.
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SECOND ANALYSER PROPOSED BY G.U.YULE.
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ANALYSER DUE TO LE CONTEi
(A.Galle,Mathematische Instrumente, BG .Teubneryp U37;.1912)
The Analyser of Le Conte is shown in Fig.SS .It does
not seem to be possible to determine its actual date of
consteaction..It does not seem to have been mentioned
previous to 1896uIn action it is very similar to the
first analyser proposed by O...Henrici .The curve is placed upon
the base of the instrument and trjced by means of the stylus
T,.Thas stylus is carried by a platen GF mounted upon
a set of tracks held by the plate LN,which in turn rides
upon tracks at right angles to the first.Thus the platen
GF may move in any directi6nr Attached to this platen is
the fixed point of a polar planimeter at Q,and its wh.(el
R also rolls on the same surface:The other end of the pkanimeter
is carried by a slider S driven with simple harmonic motion
by means of a gear meshing with a rack (not shown) which
rack is attached to the plate LNiThus as the curve is traced
one end of the planimeter is given a motion proportional to
y and the other end proportional to sine or cosine of ke.
Arrangements are made so that various gears maybe introdu-
ced to operate S;and so give various harmonics.The ultimate
deflection of the planimeter wheel R wikl thus evaluate the
integrals fy..sin• ke and fyicosLke which determine the
values of the hatmonic coefficients,.
For the higher harmonics the gear must turn many times
for one trace of the curve and therefore it is not possible
to operate the analyser smoothly from the stylusLThus a
handle is provided which dperates the gear through a worm
and must be turned by one hand while the stylus is moved
to left or right so that it follows the curve withthe
other hand.This is one of the simplest machines to construct
and is' acaurated within the limits of the accuracy of the
planimeter,but will only determine one coefficient at a time
and is thus slow,and the accurate tracing of the curve a
litte difficult"
16 "1
FIGURE No. 59. Analyser-Synthesizer of Terada.
FIGURE No. 58. Analyser of Le Conte.
ANALYSER DUE TO MICHELSON AND STRATTON.
(ALA.Michelson and S:W.Stratton,Philosophical Magazine,
Volume 45p 185;1898.)
This analyser is remarkable in that it may be used
as either analyser or synthesiser,and is practically the
only successful synthesiser differeing in principle from
that originally built by Lord Kelvin..
Fig.•Oshows the elements of the mechanismiA large gear
G drives another gear g,.the ratio being dependant upon the
order of the harmonic which the element represents.The gear
g carries an eccentric A which drives the rocker arm 8 with
simple harmonic motion.This motion is imparted by means of
the radius: rod R to the Arm D;carrying at its extremity x
a small spring s.This spring is in turn connected to a small
arm of radius a;projecting from the cylinder CiThe parts so
far enumerated are duplicated for each harmonic component;
the regular machine having eighty such elements;the gear
ratios G/g being successive integersl,2,3,.4,. etc.. The cyl-
inder C has one arm of radius b connected at y through a heavy
spring S to a fixed point on the frame.It will thus be seen
that the cylinder C will be displaced an amount proportional
to the difference between the tension of the heavy spring S
and the sum of the tensions upon all (80) the little springs.
s;s,s,etc.The displacement if the cylinder is imparted to
a pen by means of the radius bar u and connection P. This pen
draws upon a flat paper which is given translational m6tion
by gearing to the driving gear GLIf the various pa:rts of
the mechanism are then properly set the curve drawn upon
the paper will be either an analysis or synthesis of the
curve being investigated;depending upon the manner in which
the original settings were made.
This may be shown theoretically as follows::-
FIGURE No. 60.
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Let a=.lever arm of small springs:s4
b .lever arm of large spring Sa
j-=natural length of small springs s..
Lo=natural -length of large spring S.
1+x stretched length of small springs,
L++y=.stretched length of I:age spring.
e=constant of small springsL,
.E.constant of lar:ge springs.
n#number of small springs.
p=force due to one of small springs.
P=-force due to large spring.
Then:. p e/l [l+x-(a/b)y]
P =E/L [ L+y]
aZp=bP Whence:,, y=7x/[n(l/L + a/b)]
From this it follows that the resultant motion is proportion-
al to the algebraic sum of the componentsThe order of accu-
racy will depend upon the accuracy with which the springs fol1L
low Hooke's Law..
The radius rod R is adjustable at any distance from the
fulcrum of BSand thus when the machine is operating the
small springs will be given an increase in length propor-
tional to d and the motion of Akand thus B As the motion of
8 maybe sine or cose or sin(e+p),depending upon the way
in which the gears g and G are meshed(which canbe adjusted),
the motion of x will be d.sin(8+q),and the motion of the
pen will be: ( disin(kG+(Pk)
Where k has successive integral values from 1 to n. It will
at oncebe seen that this is a Fogrier's Series of n terms;
where the value of d is the coefficient of the term.
Therefore in order to operate as a synthesiser each arm R
is set along the rocker arm B an amount proportional to
the coefficient df the particular term represented by that
element,and the gear g is adjusted to the proper phase
relation with respect to G or the fundamental,. The pen
will then draw the curve represented by the series.A
number of such curves are shown in the section unde
WAVE SHAPE AND CONVERGENCE!.
As an analyser the process is reversed.It has been seen
that it is neccessary to evaluate equations of the form.:
bk=2/tnf, f (x:)cos .kx...dx.
If n is. the number of elements in the analyser,a the distance
between any two elements,and the distance d is made proportion-
al to f(na)Y,the pen will then draw the curve:
Zm f(na)cos.ne=S1 f(x)cos(m/n)Ox
which is proportional to bk if k=me/n.E in this case)being
the angular deflection of gear G.Thus to obtain the analysis
the lower-ends of rods: R are moved along B!to points such
that d is proportional to ordinates read from the curve to be
analysed at values of x-chosen so that there will be the
same number of ordinates -read as it is intended to use
elementszonthe analyser.By'operating the analyser with the
gears all set in phase,the curve obtained is a continuous
function of k,and the ordinates of this curve at integral
values of k give the harmonic coefficients desired.To obtain
these values 'the distance corresponding to 8=A on the curve
is divided up into m equal parts,and the coefficients read
as the ordinates erected at these points6 Where m is the number
of elements used on the analyserdA separate curve must be
drawn for the sine terms and for the cosine terms,the gears
being arranged all in phase with the time variable of the curve
for the first case,and all 900 out of phase for the second case.
Fig.61 shows three analyses made in this wayý.Curve 25 is
FIGURE No. 61. Analyses by.Michelson and S.tratton'.
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the approximate value, of fq,(x)cosi.kx.,dx when (p(x)= a const'ant
fromi0 to a and is zero for all other values.This is one of
the most difficult froms to evalpate as will be seen by ref-
erence to section on WAVE SHAPES AND CONVERGENCE,Fig.
The exact integral is sini.ka/k,and the accuracy of the approx-
imation is shown in the following table,which gives the ob-
served and calculated values of the first 20 coefficients fdr
a=40
Observed.
10010
65.0
i 010
-20.0.
0.0
12.5
-1.5
-9.0
001.0
6 ,.0
-210
-6-.0
0.0
4i0
-2.0
-4*0
3;5
-3.5
0..0
Calculated.
100M0
64.0
0.0
-21.0
0.0
13.0
0.0
-9.0
0.0
7.0
-6 40
5.0
-400
0,.0
-3.0
0..0
The average error is only 0165--percentiof the
greatest term.
Curve 27 gives the analysis of p(x)=e - a 2 x2
Curve 26 gives the analysis of p(x)=e-ax
A .
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
-015
-1.5
0-*0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
0.0
-1.0
-2.0
0.05
-0.5
0.0
value of the
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
17'
18
19
20
FIGURE No. 62. Details of Michelson and Stratton
Analyser-Synthesizer.
FIGURE No. 63. Details of Michelson and Stratten
Analyser-Synthesizer.
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Figsi 4andS givethe general appearance of the analyser,
one being the eighty element type and the other a smaller
and thus more approximate one.Michelson and Stratt6n state
that after the experience with building the eighty element
machine they believe it would be perfectly possible to cone
struct one with any number of elements;several hundred or
even a thousand They also suggest that its use is not limited
to thr summation of trigonometric seriesysince the rocker
arms may be operated by cams or templates ins:tead of eccen-
trics,and so enable any function to be studied...In the first
exp-erimental model the sinusoidal motion was obtained from
metal templates cut out in sine waves,and worked satisfactorily,
but bf course was not as conveiient or accyrate as the
method later developed:.
II -
FIGURE No. 64. 80 Element Michelson and Stratton
Analyser-Synthesizer.
FIGURE No. 65. 20 Element Michelson and
Stratton Analyser-Synthesizer with Cam
Wheels instead of Eccentrics.
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ANALYSER DUE TO ROWE.
(G.H .Rowe, Harmonic Analyser:,.Electrical World,Vol.45,p.587 ;19055)
The construction of the analyser is shown in Figs~ GG
and G~T.while its general appearance is shown in Fig~46.
The operation is very similar to that of Le Conte,
one end of the planimeter being given harmonic motion
of the proper frequency while the board upon which the
planimeter wheel tramels follows the ordinates of the
curve. -
The instrument consists of two platforms 1 and 11,
moving at right angles to each other.On the upper
platform is placed the planimeter wheel 2,and pole 4,
the tracing point 48 being given a simple harmonic
motion by means of the pin and slit arrangement shown
in Fig. 67 at 45 etc'.Every point of the upper table
is made to follow the curve 13,14,8,15,.16 by means of the
handles 12,and the cross hairs 8'Motion is transmitted
from table 11:by means of string 21 attached to stud 23
on lower platform.making complete turn around pulley'24
and thence to weight 25.The pulley maybe changed to
vary!the range of the instrument.From disc 29 motion is
communicated by friction to the wheel 36,which in turn
gives the point 49 simple harmonic motioniThe number of
compl-ete oscillations of the point 49 is determined by
by the diameter of the pglley 24,the diameter of the
wheel 36!and the distance of wheel 36 from the center
of disc 29.The proper distance of the point of contact of
the wheel and disc is in general:
r=nndd'/21 = constant/Wave Length,
n=order of harmonicAd-•idad dd'the radii of wheels 36 and 24
and 1 the wave length of the curve to be analysed...Rowe states
that about 2 hcor~r were required for analysing an A.C.wave
up to the fifteenth harmonic.
1i7
FIGURE No. 66. Rowe Harmonic Analyser.
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FIG. ELETION VIEWS OF ROWE ANALYZER.
FIG. 3.-ELEVATION VIEWS OF ROWE ANALYZER.
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FIGURE 67. Elevation drawings of Rowe Analyser.
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ANALYSER DUE TO TERADA.
(E.0OrlichAufnahme und Analyse von Wechselstromkurven,p.109,
Braunschweig,1906.)
It is not certain just when this device was first
published but it does not appear to have been mentioned
before the above date.It is vety simple in theory,but
rather indirect in action,especially considering the
amount of mechanical linkages neccessqryl.
It consists primarily of a
three armed link ACB;jointed at
a and b,piv6ted at C and with
a stylus at B and a pen at A).
The three points A-.C and B are
constrained so that they can only
move in a direction parallel to
the Y axis of the curve being1 A
FIGURE 68. Qua-You
The curve is placed so that it can be traced by B and a
derived curve is drawn by Aithe point C being arranged to
follow a pure sine wave of any desired wave lengthiIf the
point C follows a wave similar to the fundamental of the
curve being analysed,then the curve drawn by A will contain no
fundamental but only harmonics..This curve is then placed where
the original curve was before,and a second trace of the derived
curve made with the point C following a sine wave of the lowest
harmonic frequencyLThe second derived curve drawn by A will
then be the original cnrve with the fundamental and first
higher harmonic subtractediThis is repeated until A draws
practically a straight line,when the various curves may be
inspected for the different harmonicsaand the ordinates and wave
lengths,or periods,measured...It may also be used as a synthesiser
by reversing the process and tracing a curve at A with the point
C following the frequency to be addedr,.when 8 will draw the sum.
By'sufficient repetitions anyinumber of harmonics may be
combined.The chief use of the analyser would appear tib be
the separation of one high frequency term such as tooth
ripple in alternatorsi
Mathematically the curve to be analysed is expressed as:
y = ao+azsinwt+ '0 aksin.kwt
Then C must follow a curve given by : y'= an/2 + ai//2.sinwt
Then A will draw a curve -whose ordinates y"= 2y'- y ;. or:
y"= -j ,aksin kwt
For greater convenience the lengths AC and CB are made,
adjustabie,so that if:
BC:-CA = 1:.y
Then: y' = (y/y+l)(ao+ agsinwt)
And: y(y-y')=(y'-y")
Whence- y"=(y+l)y'-yy = -y =aksinikwt
The actual machine is shown in FigLS9;Page -,The two
points A and B run in guides over the platens forholding:the
paper. The sinusoidal motion is given to the point C by means
of a cone W which is rotated by friction against the track R,:e
The tracj Ri may be adjusted to give any desired number of
rotations of the cone for one trace of curve ,The only advantage
that this machine seems to have;.to offset the many obvious dis-
advantages,is that a definite base of one period of the curve
being analysed is not neccessaryl.
ANALYSER DUE TO MADER.
(Made r,Elektrotech:.Zeit Volh.36,19094 Also A.Schreiber,PhysL
Zeit.yVol...11-.p,354-.1910;Also Horsburgh,Modern Instruments
of Calculation;.pi231;1914.)
The appearance of Mader's machine is shown in Fig..
Page44L;.and the schematic arrangement in Figý.69; The construct-
ion is based on Clifford's graphical method.The integrals
evaluated are of the form of (2) and (3).
The instrument consists of two carriages;.one over the
other.The lower one is constrained to move in a straight
line parallel to the Y-axis,and carries an angle lever
PFQ.F is fixed to the lower carriage and so only moves in
the Y direction.The curve being analyzed is traced with
a stylus at P..Q drives the upper carriage through a slot
QK,and thus 6perates the rack MN fixed along the edge of
the upper carriage Meshing with the rack )s a gear wheel W,
pivoted on the lower carriage,and thus its rotary displacement
is a measure of the linear displacement between the two
carriages4.The gear is provided with two depressions at
equal radii;and 900 apart,in one of which is placed *the
tracing point of any ordinary form of planimeter4Then by
tracing the curve the planimeter traces an area which gives
the value of the coefficient desiredione of the depressions
in W giving the sine terms and the other the cosine terms...
The order of the harmonic is determined by the size of the
gear wheel W.It is difficult to see at once why the planim;
eter should give the desired resultsiexcept that the vertical
displacements depend largely on the ordinates,while the
abscissae enter as a sine or cosine function due to the angularity
of the rod PFQ,
In operation the middle point of the curve tobe analysed
is placed so that it is under the bottom of line AF,and the
y-axis parallel to AF.The length of the arm PF is adjusted
so that when the tracing point P is at 0 the radius at'the
end of which the planimeter rests is parallel to the X-axis...
If the coordinates of P be x,y,ý.
x a-m .cosyi
y=z-mL s i nw
Where:. ailength OA
z=.length.FA
m=length. FP
w_< between FP and X-axis.
If (E,n)be the coordinates of T and (-c,rb) the initial co-
ordinates of C',the center of gear W,and z, initia'l value of zx:
E=,-(c+r..cosP)
=lo+ r...s i n+ z--z
1 (coosl-coswyo)=Rcp
Thus
And:
Whence!
Where:, r=length C'T.
1p=angle turned through by gear W.
l=,length of arm FQ.
qo-initial value of q/
R -=radius of gear W.
x-xO=-m(cosT-cosTf)
x =-n(cosq/,-coslv0)
Rq=p-lx/m
Since x=O0
The area traced by T is f(n-no)dE=f(r'sinp+z-zo)d5
=f(r.sincp+Z)dE Since fzod=O -for closed curve,.
Substituting from above the last equation becomes:
f(r.sinp+z)r.sincp.dc = {r.sin(-1x/Rm y+misinqy}r.sin(-Ix/Rm)(-i/Rm)
dx4
rl/Rmfy.s'in(,Ix/Rm)dx-rl/`Rmf[ r .sin(x/Rm)-m.siny] s:in(lx/Rm)dx
Since yT can be expressed as a function of x only,the second .f
vanishes when taken around a closed curve.Thus area traced bý T:.
=;rl/Rmfy.sin(lx/Rm')dx rl/Rmf,•ay.sin(lx/Rm)dx
Since, y=O along the X-axis4Nete that it is neccessary to trace
curve as a c:1osed. curve..
Thus if the radius of the disc be designed so that 1/Rmrann/a
the planimeater records the value of the n-th sine term
coefficient..By similar reasoning it may be shown that
if the. position of the radius of the gear W in which the, panimeter
is placed is started at 900 to its former position,then the
reading of the planimeter will give the n-th cosine term
coeff icient
It will be noted that the theory is similar to thatt of
the Yule and Bush analysers,but the arrangement of the double
carriage eliminates the area of the curve from the final
integral and so the neccdssityrifor a second trace of
the curve to s.ubtract its area is eliminated..
Y-
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ANALYSER DUE TO MADER.
FIGURE No. 69.
ANALYSER DUE TO BOUCHEROT..
(Morin.Les Appareils d'Integration.p179,19131.)
(E'M..Horsburgh,Modern Instruments of Calculation-.p.239,1914>)
The exact date of origination of this machine is not known.
It appears to have been first mentioned in 1913.In operation
it is almost identical.with that of Yule,although the
mechanism differs's s-lightly.It is probable that Yule was
the originator of this form of analyser.
It consists of a vertical rod or frame CD parallel to
the Y-axis ypon which the mechanism slides This mechanism
involves a rack ST;in which meshes the gear W;whose center
slides along the rod AB.Fixed to the gear is an arm PQ;
of length l..A second arm has one end pivoted to PQ at Q,
and the other end sliding upon the rod AB at R'.The tracer
point of a planimeter rests at R;,the pole being fixed to the
table upon which the apparatus is placed.In operation the
center of- the gear W,ile, the point P;:is caused to trace 'the
curve,which gives the point R a vertical motion equal to the
ordinates and a horizontal motion depending upon the trigono-
metrical functions of the angle through which W turnsThe order
of the harmonic determined is equal to the number of revolutions
made by W for one trace of a complete period.The curve must be
traced as a closed loop-,i...e... the final trace made back along
the X-axis.
As the coordinates of R are (8+21.cos.ne, y),the area traced
by the-planimeter is =f.27 y.d(e+21l.cos.n9) =
= f,2 y.d6-21nf 2 y.sin.ne.de
If the. mean ordinate is zero then the planimeter gives a reading
proportiional to the coefficient sought;from equation (2);(3)...
If the mean ordinate is not zero the area of the. curve, must
be obtadined by planimeter and the above integral corrected.,
-4I
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ANALYSER DUE TO BOUCHEROT.
FIGURE No. 70.
~
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ANALYSER DUE TO CHUBB..
(L.W.Chubb,Electric Journal,Vol.11ll,p...91;1914-.)
This analyser is the most recently developed com-
mercial machine and is manufactured and sold by the
Westinghouse Electric and Mfg.CoL..,of East Pittsburgh,
Pa.It was developed particularly for use in connection
with polar oscillograms,which the Westinghouse Co,
has used for some time in their research division as
having certain peculiarities particularly suitable
to their reduirements.(See Electric Journal Vol;1.iL
pi.263.)
An example , of a polar oscillogram is shown in Fig 71.
For use in the analyser,a print is made of this,stapied
to a piece of Bristol Board,and a template of the curve
td be analysed cut out by handi.One &f these is shown
in Fig.73 iThe template is then placed upon the platen of the
analyser as shown in Fig, 7Z i.Details of the actual mach-
ine are shown in Figs. 74 and TS iThe platen upon which
the template is mounted is arranged by the gearing so that
when the crank is turned it not onlyrevolves about its
centerbut also traverses back and forthwithisimple
harmonic motion...A bar B has a small wheel at E which
rests against the template and is caused to follow its
contour during the revolution by means of a small spring, not
shown.A planimeter is carried by the end of the bar B,its
pole rersting upon the table of the analyseri The tracing
p~int of the planimeter is thus given a motion horizontally
proportional to the radius of the template and thus the
curve ordinate..Its motion verticallyis proportional to
the simple harmonic motion of translation of the whole
templateiThis will therefore be proportionak to the sine
or c-osine of some angle..If the gears driving the device
are adjusted so that the platen makes k oscillations back
and forth for one complete rotation,then the planimeter will
'tead:.
which evaluates the coefficient of the k-th harmonic,.
More fully:. Lett•
e=angular position of template in radians.
R=crank pin radius;.driving carriage of platenl:1/2 platen
travel vertically-,or from front to bact.
x and y =:coordinates of planimeter tracing point.
n=,number of oscillations of platen carriage for one
turn of the template!
Sa,.=Area of curve trqced by the planimeteri
Then.
x=f(8)=a6sine+a sin2e+ i.b cos+bbcos28+L .....
y4Rsin[ne-i/2] =. -Rcos.ne
dy/de=nR.sin.ne
Sa x.dy=f2 x. nR, sin.ne .d
When the value of x. is substituted the .resulting terms
of the form :. (nRa k )fs in o.ke s in .ne .d8
(nRbk)fcos.k6.sin.n8e.d6
are all zero except when k=.n, and the equation reduces
to :
Sa =.:nRanf sin2 ne.de = nRan
Or:. an=Sa/nRn
Which gives thevalpe of the sine coefficient of the
n-th harmoniclTo determine the cosine coefficient the
platen is started in a different position.Figi rshows
the position of the platen for the Re derivation;
the starting point being in the middle of its tran-
slational motion.For. the -esine'components it is
started at the extreme forward position,when'sibiiar
theory shows that :
bn= Sb/nRn
129563
fy-. [ ke.d8
•sin]
Since the parts must move slowlyfor accuracy the
crank drives the mechanism through a worm reduction,
and a good deal of cranking is required to determine
the higher harmonics...The Westinghouse Co.have therefore
arranged their own machine to be motor driven,a contact
on the platen starting a small motor which drives the
crank shaft through gears or chain,and the contact is
turned off just before completion of the analysis.The
operatdr thus adjusts the machine and starts it:,when
the motor picks up and he may go away and do other
work.Upon return to the analysis the last adjustment
is made by hand in a moment,the planimeterreadand
then the gears changed and adjustments made for starting
another component.
The machine may be -made to draw curves as well by
placing a pencil where the planimeter point rested
for analysis.Thus if the template is themagnetizing
current of a transformer,the harmonic motion of the
carriage may be considered as the values of flux and
hysteresis curves of the iron drawn directlyfrom the
oscillogram.Also by using a spiral' template,shown in
foreground of FigiLT,the pencil will draw !harmonic
waves of any frequency for which the gears are set and
the various components of an analysis may be plotted
in cartesian form,with the proper phase relations
and amplitudes by adjusting the various parts of the
machine.
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FIGURE No. 71. Polar Oscillogram.
FIG. 8-CIRCULAR OSCILLOGRAM OF THE VOLTAGE ACROSS A CON-
DENSER AND THE CURRENT THROUGH IT, TOGETHER WITH THE
DIFFERENTIAL OF THE VOLTAGE WAVE
.4-Voltage zero circle. B-Current zero circle. C-
Voltage impressed on condenses. D-Condenser current.
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FIG. 7--CUT-OUT TEMPLATE OF POLAR OSCILLOGRAM
FIGURES 72 and 73. Details of Operation of
Chubb-Westinghouse Polar Analyser.
------- -,-,
FIGURE No. 74. Chubb-Westinghouse Analyser in Operation.
C4
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FIGURE No. 75. Chubb-Westingbhuse Analyser Showing Gears.
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ANALYSER DUE TO BUSH.
(V.Bush,Jour. Amer.Inst...Electrical Engrs. Vol. 39,p.903,1920.).
This analyser utilizes a planimeter which is caused to
evaluate a derived area in a manner somewhat similar to
that of Yule and Boucherot,but the mechanism required
has been so much simplified;andthe construction is so
simple;that it is worthy of special comment as being
a definite step towards the ideal analyseri.
Figsi•T and 'TT illustrate its operation;Fig. T9 shows
the actual analyser arranged for operation,and Fig.'rT shows
the series of discs requited fot the determination of various
harmonic components.
The mechanism consists of a celluloid disc with a grooved
edge;,divided in degrees,and provided with an indentation
for carrying the tracing point of a planimeter.A string is
passed dnce around the disc ,and the ends fastened to the
two ends of the table upon which it is placed.The curve is
then traced with the center of the disc;ireturning along the
X-axis to the origin.The string must be nearly parallel to the
X-axis,and must be fastened at points far enough away so that
it willstretch enough to move from the X-axis to the maximum
ordinate.The points of fastening should ailsobe approximately
equi-distant from the mid-ordinate so that there will not
be unequal stretch of the string onithe two sides thus giving
an angular twist to the celluloid discJFromthis it will be
seen that the tracer:point of the planimeter follows a curve
whose ordinates are proportionalk to the ordinates of the!
original curve modified by the projection of Ithe radius of the
disc.The disc will move vertically without rotating,,but will
botate when moved horizontally.The order of the harmonic det-
ermined will depend upon the number of revolutions of the disc
for the trace of one periidl of the curve..
If the center of the disc traces the curve OSDO;the planimeter
will trace some curve;FHGKF'LIf the coordinates of any point
in the two curves are (x,y) and (u,v);.respectively;.then:.
u=x+(d/Z)cos[2x/d + P] v=y+(d/2)sin[2x/d + B]
The area measured by the planimeter will be: fvodu
Along the return path :DO,y=O;and so the area will be,::
fv.du=f[(d/2)sin(2x/d + O){dx-sin(2x/d + P)dx}]-
-f{y+d/2.sin(2x/d+p)}{dx-sin(2x/d + 8)dx}
Whence:. fv.du= -fy..dx + fy.sin(2x/d + P)dx
If the disc be started so that 0=0 and the dimensions arranged
so that 2/d=w,then the integral reduces to::
fv du=-fy.dx + fy.sin(wx)dx.
thi second term of which is the coefficient of the sine com-
ponent of the harmonic corresponding to w:/(From (3).)
Further if the length of the period of the curve is PF,
then the diameter of the disc should =P/nn;.in which case
the second term of the integral read by the planimeter will
give the sine coefficient of the n-th harmonic.If the disc
be started with P=900 then:
fv.du=-fy.dx + fy.sin(wx+90 0 )dx=
-.-fy.dx + fy.cos(x-)dx
from which it is seen that the second term gives the cosine
coefficient .
In order to be useful the first term fyedx must be eliminated,
This may be accomplished in several ways-If the curve be irregu-
lar and contains even harmonics as well as odd it is usually nec-
cessary to determine the constant term,nhich corresponds to
the mean ordinatel.f a line be drawn through the mean ordinate
parallel to the X-axis be used for the return trace of the
I o
disc,then the areas on each side of this line ate equal and the
value of fy.dx becomes zero,.since the planimeter has taken one
as positive and the other as negative.
If the valge of the mean ordinate has not been determined
the area of the curve may be measured separately and sub-
tracted from the planimeter reading4If many harmonics are
determined the same value will suffice for all...If only one
harmonic is investigated it may be easier to remove the
planimeter from the disc and without changing the setting
retrace the curve with the planimeter tracer point in the
opposite direction to that previously followed...Then the final
reading will have the area of the curve subtnacted..This will
always be neccessary if the curve being investigated is not
a periodic one...
If the curve is one in which the even harmonics and
constant term are absentthen it is only neccessary to
trace one half period of curve,but the area fy.dx must then
be subtracted by one of the last mentioned methods.If the
whole period is traced,however,then fy.dx becomes zero,
and the planimeter reading gives the coefficient direct.
One disc maybe used to obtain different harmonics;
from different curves4.Thus the dise which would give the
fundamental with a curve having the length of period P;.would
give the second harmonic for a curve of length 2P etc.The limitat-
ions of the method are due to the size of the discs.A disc
for the fundamental with a curve of 16" period length would
be 5.091" in diameter.The diameter for the 11th harmonic
would then be O'.463",which is probably about as small as
could be used with accuracy;while a curve largerthan 16"
base could not conveniently be used.Also if the curves
wereobtained by oscillograph records;.for instance,.an en-
larged print would be neccessary,which is an added loss of time
and increase in expense.
FIa. 3
FIGURES No. 76 and 77.Details of Bush
Analyder.
FIGURE No. 78. Set of Celluloid Discs fot Bush
Analyser.
*BF
FIGURE•l o. 79. Bush Analyser in Operation
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ANALYSER DUE TO DELLENBAUGH.
(F.S.Dellenbaugh Jr.,Jour.A.I.E.E.,February,1921).
Since one of the great difficulties in harmonic
analysis of more than a few components is the neccessity
for repeated traces of the curve,and the contingent pos-
sibility of introducing different errors each time,an
attempt was made to make use of the simplicity of altering
the combinatibns of electric circuits,by means of which
all the harmonics could be obtained from one setting of
the machine.
The theory of the schedule method was taken as a
basis for the machine,as in formulas (6) & (7).The fundam-
ental circuit is shown in Fig.80 .Current is passed through
a number of slide wires in parallel.The sliding contacts
are connected to resistances,which are multipled with a
common return and the circuit closed through a milli- amm-
eter and one of the slide wire busses.If the resistances
are large compared to that of the slide wires the voltage
at any point of contact will be proportional to its distance
from the end of the slide wire.Therefore if the sliders
are set at distances proportional to yr read from the curve
to be analysed,the voltage impressed across the resistances
will also be proportional .to y .If the resistances be made
proportional to 1/sin.kGr then the current flowing will
be proportional to:
yrsin.ker in each resistance,
and the current in the milli-ammeter will be proportional
to:
Ylein.kO 1 + Y2 sin,.k62 ty3sin.ke3
By suitable resistances the cosines instead of the sines may
be introduced into the equation.It will be seen that this is
of the same form as the solution of Fourier's Series refer-
red to above.Therefore by the choice of a suitable number
of slide wires the analysis of any number of harmonics may
be made.
In order to determine various harmonics the settings
of the sliders on the slide wires remains the same for all
but the resistances must be altered. This can be easily
accomplished by means of multiple or gang swithhes,taps
being provided upon the resistances at suitable points.
1i+ .
The error introduced by the assumption that current
drawn from the slide wires does not alter the voltage dis-
tribution may easily be calculated and is given by the
expression:
Error= - x/(Rx/rl)
Where 1 is the length of the slide wire,R the resistance of
the slide wire,r the resistance in series with the slider,
and x the position of contact from one end.The error will
be maximum when x is one half of l,and if the value of r
is 500 times the value of R,the error will be only 0.1%,
which is entirely negligible in work of this nature.
Fig. 80 shows the arrangement of such a device
for the determination of the first,third and fifth har-
monic coefficients.The resistance of the slide wires is taken
as two ohms.Therefore the minimum resistance in series with
the slider must be 1000 ohms.The resistances must be inverse-
ly proportional to the sines and cosines of the ordinate
position angles.The ordinates occur every 30 degrees,therefore
the smallest sine or cosine will be .50 and the largest will
be 1.00,neglecting those that are zero.The resistances must
be inversely proportional to theses,the smallest has been
fixed by the allowable error at 1000 ohms,and so the largest
will be 2000 ohms,with an intermediate tap at 1155 ohms on
some of them to correspodd to the sine of 50 0 .When the sine
or cosine is zero the resistance will be infinity,and thus
the circuit is left open.
Some of the sines or cosines will,however,be neg-
ative,asnd in order to dake the machine take this into account
either negative voltage or negative resistance must be used.
Obviously the former is resorted to,and each slide wire is
made double,and folded back from the common bus for the
milli-ammeter return circuit.Two sliders moving in unison are
provided.Thus the voltage from one slide wire may be considered
negative and the other positive with respect to the mid bus.
The proceedure is to divide the curve up into six equal spaces
along the X-axis and read the five resulting ordinates.These
ordinates are then set on the slide wires by means of conven-
ient scales and the sliders adjusted to the same values.The
comparative values of the coefficients are then read on the
milli-ammeter corresponding to the position of the dial switch.
The switches S,S,S,etc. are nechanically connected and thrown
to the right for.the fundamental and to the left for the
5th harmonic components.
It is still not possible to analyse a curve which has
negative ordinates within the-half wave,but this could easily
be done if reversing switches were included between the slide-
wires and the feeder busses.
A rough model of this five coefficient analyser was
made and tested.It worked very well,and upon the basis of
this a larger one capable of analysing through the 11th
harmonic,odd harmonics only,was constructed.The principles
are exactly the same,but the circuits of neccessity more
complex.
Fig. 81 shows the connections of this analyser.The
resistances are indicated by the heqvy lines and the values
of the resistance taps tabulated alongside.The gang switches
are indicated by the many black dots,which represent gang
switch contacts,the handles being indicated on the right.
When the handle is turned in the direction indicated for
the proper harmonic,all the contacts in that row are connec-
ted together and also connected to the common wire leading
to the positive meter connection.
The actual construction of the machine is shown in
Figs. 83 and 8-,while the machine set up for operation is
shown in Fig. 8G .The slide wires are wrapped around wooden
discs,one edge of which projects through the face plate for
manipulation.Scales graduated frop M to 100 are glued in
place beside the slide wires.An openeing beside the manilu-
lating flange provided with an index mark gives the proper
setting of the slide wires.A double set of phosphor bronze
contacts are mounted upon the under side of the face plate
and bear upon the sldde wires.The resistances are mounted
on spools in the front part of the box,one of them being
raised up out of place in Fig.8- .The brushes are all con-
nected to one end of the resistance coils,and the various taps
are connected to the gang.Cswitches,which may be seen with
their connectioms in the front part of the last mentioned
Figure.The connections to the slide wires are made by flex-
ible cables which connect to bus-bars fastened to the under
side of the face plate.The current found most convenient in
the slide wires was .20 amperes each,and the meter used
in the indicating circuit had a maximum scale reading of 20
milli-ampereb.The size of the wires will easily allow larger
currents to be used,so that the machine may be fitted to
whatever meter equipment happens to be at hand.
The complete analysis up to the limits of the machine
may be made in 3.5 minutes after having obtained the ordinates
from the curve.The latter can be done very rapidly by using
proportional dividers,or a transparent template if the curves
qre of the same length.The accuracy is reasonable,tests show-
ing a maximu error of 3.7%,and the average error of about
2 to 3% or less.The errors are calculated in percent of
the fundamental component,since if a harmonic is itself
a small percent of the fundament4l,the error as a percent
of the harmonic may be very large.
In using the machine a simple check will determine
whether all the connection are in order.The settings for a
pure sine wave are marked in red on the slide wire scales.The
discs are then set to these points and the various switches man-
ipulated.All readings except the fundamental should be zero.
As all the resistances used in the fundamental connection are
used again in some other connection this test includes all
units involved.
If the same scale units are used in measuring the
ordinates and insetting the slide wires,then the results
read on the meter will be in the same numerical form as
those obtained with the schedule method,provided that the
meter or battery current is adjusted to give a reading of
100 for the sine wave setting mentioned in the last para-
graph.
The various values of resistance required for the
different settings and the results of several tests upon
the machine compared with schedule analyses are given in Figs.
8Z to 89 .The machine is of course limited in every way
that the mathematical schedule is limited,but does not appear
to introduce any additional limitationse,and the errors are
not much increased as long as the harmonic is a moderately
large component.If the harmonic is very small the error
seems to be somewhat increased.The error will also be largest
in the last harmonic determined,since the number of ordinates
is then only just sufficient to determine the value of
the coefficient,and a small error in the readings fromithe
curve or the settings of the slide wires will introduce large
errors in the results.
(NOTE: In Fig. 8o the resistance connection for
the right hand Y1 resistance should be at 1155 ohms instead
of 2000 ohms as shown.)
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TABLE II
Connections of Resistances for Different Components in 11-Ordinate Harmonic Analyzer.
Order of Harmonic
1 3 5 7 9 11
Component:
Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cox. Sin. Cos.
Top Coils
Plus Connection
1 1938 518 707 707 518 1938 518 .... 707 .... 1938
2 1000 577 500 Inf. 1000 .... .... ....... .. Inf. .... 518
3 707 707 707 .... .... .... ... 707 707 707 707
J4 577 1000 Inf. .... .... 1000 577 1000 In. .... .... 1938
5 518 1938 .... .... 1938 518 1938 .... .... 707 518
6 500 Int. .... 5In. 00 Inf. .... Int. 500 Inf. .... Inf.
7 518 .... .... 707 1938 .. . 1938 518 .... .. .. 518 1938
8 577 .... In. 500 .... .... 577 .... In. 500"
,9 707 .... 707 707 .... 707 .... . 707 .... 707 707
10 1000 .... 500 In. 1000 577 .... 577 I .. .Int..
11 1938 .... 707 .... 518 .... 518 1938 707 707 1938 518
Bottom Coils
Minus Connection
1 I .... .... .... .... .... .... 1938 .... 707 5.... 18
2 .... .... Inf. ... 577 1000 577 500 Inf. 1938
3 .... .... 707 707 707 707 .... .... .... .... 707
4 .... Inf. 500 577 .... .... .... In. 500 518
5 .... 707 707 .... .... .... 518 707 .... .... 19386 Int. 500 Inf. .... I t. 500 Int. ... In. 500 Int.
7 1938 707 ... .... 518 ... .... 707 707
8 1000 Inf. .... . 577 1000 .. 1000 In. .... 518 1938
9 707. .... .... 707 .... 707 707 .... 707
10 577 .... It. .... .... 1000 .... 500 Inf. 1938 518
11 518 .... 707 .... 1938 .... .... .... ............
FIGURE No. 82.
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FIGURE No. 83. Slide 'Tires,Discs and Contacts of Dellenbaugh Analyser
FIGURE No. 84. Details of Gang Switches and Connections.
Dellenbaugh Analyser.
FIGURE No. 85. Dellenbaugh Analyser Complete.
FIGURE No. 86. Dellenbaugh Analyser set up for use.
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TABLE III
Curve of Equation: y - sin 0 + 0.5 sin 3 0
Ordinates:
11 2111 U4 Us Us 95 Us Us U10 U11
0.612 1.0 1.06 0.866 0.613 0.50 0.613 0.866 1.06 1.0 0.612
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har-
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
1st. +1.0 0 +0.9986 0 0 0
3rd. + 0.5 0 +0.4996 0 0 0
5th. 0 0 +0.0016 0 .0 0
7th. 0 0 +0.0016 0 0 0
9th. 0 0 +0.0003 0 0 0
11th. +0.02 0 - 0.0013 0 +2.0 0
TABLE IV
Curve of Equation: -sin 0 + 0.8 sin 3 0 + 0.6 sin5 0 + 0.4 sin 7 0
+ 0.2 sin 9 0 + 0.1 sin 11 0
Ordinates:
U1 Us Us U4 Us Us 17 Us U9 U1o U11
0.978 0.587 0.388 0.297 0.307 0.250 0.307 0.297 0.388 0.587 0.978
Error per cent
Electric Analyser Calculated fundamental
Har-
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
Ist. + 1.0 0 + 0.9987 0 0 0
3rd. + 0.80 0 +0.8081 0 0 0
5th. + 0.59 0 + 0.6040 0 -0-1.0 0
7th. + 0.38 0 + 0.3884 0 -. 2.0 0
9th. + 0.195 0 + 0.1920 0 - 0.5 0
11th. + 0.12 + 0.005 +0.0990 0 + 2.0 + 0.5
TABLE V
Curve of Equation: p - sin 0 - 0.8 sin 3 0 + 0.6 sin5 0 - 0.4 sin 7 0
+ 0.2 sin 9 0 - 0.1 sin 11 0
Ordinates:
U1 U2 Us U4 Us Us 1 Us Uso U1o M1
0.0015 0.013 0.035 0.048 0.623 1.55 0.623 0.0'48 0.035 0.013 0.0015
(Actual values twice theses values)
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har-
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
1st. + 1.0 0 +40.9998 0 0 0
3rd. - 0.79 0 - 0.7080 0 - 1.0 0
5th. +0.58 0 +0.5890 0 - 2.0 0
7th. - 0.39 0 - 0.4030 0 - 1.0 0
9th. + 0.22 0 +0.2120 0 + 2.0 0
11th. - 0.12 0 - 0.1200 0 + 2.0 0
TABLE VI
Curve of Equation: y -sin 0 + 0.2 cos 0 +0.5 sin 3 0 + 0.1cos 30
+ 0.1 sin 9 0 + 0.2 cos 9 0
Ordinates:
U1 U Us •U4 Us Us r Us U1 s Io UI11
0.806 1.073 1.342 0.666 1.130 0.60 0.042 1.066 0.919 0.727 0.560
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har-
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
1st. + 1.0 + 0.18 + 1.014 + 0.189 0 + 2.0
3rd + 0.49 - 0.10 + 0.489 - 0.098 - 1.0 0
5th. + 0.018 + 0.01 + 0.004 + 0.003 + 1.8 + 1.0
7th. + 0.023 - 0.028 + 0.004 - 0.002 + 2.3 + 2.8
9th. + 0.013 + 0.21 + 0.090 + 0.195 + 3.0 + 1.0
11th. + 0.011 - 0.023 + 0.014 - 0.004 + 1.1 + 2.3
FIGIURE No. 87. -a,
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TABLE IX
Rectangular Wave:
U -sin e +1/3 sin3 0 +1/5 sin5 +1/7 in 7 0 +.
Ordinates are all equal.
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har-
monic Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
1st. +1.0 0 + 1.000 0 0 0
3rd. + 0.325 0 + 0.318 0 + 0.3 0
5th. + 0.178 0 + 0.172 0 + 0.6 0
7th. + 0.099 0 + 0.101 0 - 0.2 0
9th. + 0.058 0 + 0.055 0 + 0.3 0
11th. + 0.055 + 0.014 + 0.018 0 + 3.7 + 1.4
NOTE. Errors in above table are calculated against the calculated
solution of the wave, since the fact that higher harmonics are neglected
introduces large errors in the schedule method and the error figures are
intended as a criterion of electric machine accuracy.
TABLE X
Triangular Wave: U - 4/ (sin 0 - 1/32 sin3 0 + 1/5 sin 5 0 -.. ....
Ordinates:
U1 12 U3 1U4m s s6 Ui U 1s 11o U 1Un10.262 0.524 0.785 1.05 1.31 1.57 1.31 1.05 0.785 0.524 0.262
Error per cent
Electric analyser Calculated Correct fundamental
Har-
monic Sin Cos Sin Cos Sin Sin Cos
1st. + 1.27 0 +1.2805 0 +1.2732 - 0.3 0
3rd. - 0.143 0 - 0.1489 0 -0.1415 + 1.2 0
5th. +0.058 0 +0.0588 0 +0.0509 +0.8 0
7th. - 0.034 0 - 0.0346 0 - 0.0259 + 0.8 0
9th. + 0.025 0 + 0.0266 0 +0.0157 + 0.9 0
11th. - 0.018 - 0.001 - 0.0222 0 - 0.0105 + 0.7 + 0.1
NOTE. It will be noticed that the errors in the calculated values are
of the same magnitude as those in the electric machine.- The percentages
given m the error column are calculated against the correct coefficients
and therefore are chargeable in a large measure to the method rather than
the electric device for interpreting it.
TABLE .VII
Curve of magnetizing current in transformer
Ordinates:
91 //2 Y3 94 95 Ye 97 V8 Us U1o 911
0.30 0.95 1.03 0.90 0.75 0.60 0.55 0.50 0.42 0.35 0.20
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har- -
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
1st. +0.812 +0.22 +0.8121 +0.2165 0 0
3rd. + 0.199 - 0.160 +0.1933 - 0.1492 +0.74 + 1.23
5th. - 0.027 - 0.088 - 0.0280 - 0.0886 - 0.12 0
7th. - 0.041 - 0.020 -.0.0407 - 0.0179 0 + 2.45
9th. - 0.041 + 0.017 - 0.0401 +0.0158 +0.11 + 0.12
11th. + 0.019 + 0.038 + 0.0086 + 0.0233 + 3.32 + 1.85
TABLE VIII
Curve of Sinusold plus discontinuous peak.
1 Y2 • uUs U4 s 1 U17 Uso z10o U11
0.60 0.725 0.775 0.775 0.725 0.65 0.75 1.07 1.25 1.15 0.725
Error in per cent
Electric analyser Calculated fundamental
Har- --
monics Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos. Sin. Cos.
Ist. + 1.065 - 0.165 +1.064 - 0.1630 0 + 0.19
3rd. + 0.425 + 0.098 + 0.407 +0.0940 + 1.7 + 0.38
5th. +0.037 +0.085 +0.037 +0.0833 0 + 0.15
7th. +0.044 - 0.012 +0.040 - 0.0098 + 0.37 + 0.19
9th. +0.025 +0.005 +0.0009 +0.0050 + 1.88 0
11th. + 0.037 - 0.020 + 0.0024 - 0.0088 + 3.30 + 1.3
I
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ANALYSER DUE TO WOODBURYi
(DI.O...Wo.odbury, Thesis,Mass I nst.Technology.. 1921)
The analyser devised by Woodbury is exteemely simple
in construction and operation,while it may be used with
great speedd;.and the accuracyis about the same as obtained
by schedule methods.
The theory is a direct application of the Fischer-
Hinnen method of selected ordinatesiThe analys~er is
shown inaFig...95,.The curve to'be anakysed is mounted
upon the cylindrical segment and held iniplace by
adjustable bands Cylindrical form is not necces.sary
but was adopted owing to constructional advantages
in having the parts rotate about centers instead of
sliding on tracksiIn front of the curve a stylus is
carried upon two bars;which'swing in the direction
of the curve ordinatesiThe stylus can slide along the
bars inthe direction of the curve abscissae.The
outs:ide baf' has notches cut in it!at points equally
spaced and arranged so that it gives 2n ordinates
for a complete period of the curve,in accordance with
the Fischer-Hinnen rules...Thus the machine can only be
used for the analysis- of curves with the same length of
period,but can easily be modified for other lengths of
curves by providing special bars,.the bars: being easily
exchangeablet
In order to allow many harmonics to be determined
with a single bar;groups of notches are provided,for
n=3-5, 7 etc;.the value desired being brought into .se by
rotating the bar;which has a knob on the right with slots
arranged to lock it in the desired position,the slots
being numbered with the order of the harmonic which will be
determinedA spring operated finger on the stylus carriage
catches in the notches'and is arranged so that it drops
in place with a definite click,but will slide out again
with a little extra pressure upon the stylus-.
At. the left of the machine is an iron disc carrying
a vernier registering with a scaleLThe arm carrying the
stylus and division bar also has a small electro-magnet
energised by a small battery through a switch in the
thumb-grip on the left of the stylus and division-bar
carriage..When the magnet is::energised the plate -and
vernier are carried with it..When it is not energised
a brake prevents motion of the plate.:A still further
adjustment is provided so that the position of the
stylus with respect to the notching finger may be
variedL
To operate the curve is placed anywhere on the platen;
and the X-axis: adjusted parallel to the stylus tracks.The
division-bar isset to the harmonic desired,and the notch-
ing finger placed in the first slot.The stylus is then
adjusted to the zero point of the curve and locked to the
notching finger.The stylus is then slid along until the
finger drops intothe first notchl.With the, stylus!on the
X-axis the thumb contact is. pressed and the. carriage raised
until stylus' coincides with the curve4This moves the vernier
an amount equal to the ordinateiThe thumb contact us: then 1
releasedithe, stylus pushed to the next, notch,and registered,
with the curve.,The thumb contact is then closed and the
carriage, lowered ;until : the stylus is again at the !X-axis...
This subtracts. the second ordinate from the scalelThis
process is continued, until\ the. end of the. curve is
reached..The scale reading given by the vernier will then
represent the sum of- the ordinates take-n alternately plus:
and 'minus' exactly as in the Fisc-her-Hinnen method..It is then
divided by the nmmber of ordinates. measured;and the result
is the, sum of-,the harmonic -coefficients as for Fischer-Hinnen
methodi
The machine shown in Fig...95 has a capacity of all odd
harmdnics up to and including the 21-st..The fundamental
third and fifth components can be determined in about
five minutessIt is not neccess-ary to print the oscillo-
gram since by placing paper under the film the analysis
can be made directlyfrom the negative',The divisions
on the bar correspond to a half wave length of slightly
over six inchesi
The other Figures show earlier models upon the
sameý princip'leiFig.9Zto 9 are identical with the
machine just described;being merely an earlier m6del
along similar lines...Figs.9oto9t show the same prin-
ciple slightly modified in application.The curve is
wrapped around the cylinder,which rotates and the
ordinate averaging device remains stationary.Instead
of a notching device,the 2n divisions were marked on
templates which were mounted on the cylinder and could
be adjusted slightly to allow for small changes in
the, length of period.The addition of ordinates was
accomplished by a mechanical clutch ins:tead of amagimetic
one.
The description has bnly dealt with sine components:.
It will be remembered that the ordinates for the cosine
components lie midway between those for the sine components..
Therefore the notching bar has a single extra notch to
the. left of zero spaced one half thedistance ýof theý
other notches in that row.Then for the cosine components
the first adjustment of the stylus to the zero point of the
wave is made with the. notching finger in this extra notch,.
and the subsequent proceedure carried out exactly as
before4
FIGURE No. 90. Early MoJel Woodbury Analyset.
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FIGURE No. 91. Farlv Model Woolbury Analyser 3howing Templates.
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rGURFS 92,93,94. Showing 7econd Modl Woodbury
Analyser.
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0FIGURE No. 95. Final Model Woodbury Analyset.
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HARiONIC SYNTHESIZERS.
Harmonic Synthesis has not recieved the attention
that has been given its opposite,analysis,partly because
the analysis of an unknown wave is a more frequent and
difficult problem than the addition of various harmonic
waves,and partly because the original synthesizer de-
vised by Lord Kelvin is so eminently satisfactory that
little improvement has been neccessary.
The chief use to which synthesizers have been
Iut is the predication of tides,and it was for this pur-
pose that Lord Kelvin designed the original one used by
the British Admiralty,Modifications of this type have
been made from time to time,the general design being iden-
tical.There are several in use in this country for tidal
predictions,and D.C.Miller has used a similar and very
compact model for the synthesis of sound waves after
analysis to prove the accuracy of the analysis.
The original Kelvin machine and some of its more
recent adaptations are shown in Figs. 96 to 99 inclusive.
In addition to the Kelvin type there are the synthesizers
of Michelson and Stratton,Terada,and Frof.Laws suggests
a method of synthesis in connection with his dynamometer
type of analyser,by means of harmonically driven sliders
on drop wires,obtaining a synthesised electric wave.This
has never been tried apparently and would appear imprac-
tical.
The construction of the Kelvin machine is very
simple.There are a number of wheels driven from one master
gear,the gear ratios being chosen so that the wheels rev-
olve at rates of 1,2,3,etc times the master gear.Each wheel
thus represents a harmonic.As many wheels are provided as
it is desired to include harmonic terms in the synthesis.
Kelvins original machine would combine 12 components,the
Michelson and Stratton machine will eombine 80 components
and the D.C.Miller synthesizer will combine 32 components.
Each wheel may be qdjusted in phase relation with any other
wheel,and carries a pulley which may be adjusted to any
rius desired.The radius then represents the amplitude of
the component,and the phase setting its phase relation.The
motion of the pulleys is combined by means of a wire which
runs from one to the other in such a way that the amount
of motion of the pulleys takes up or lets out wire against
a spring or weight.In the original Kelvin machine the
pulleys were not directly on the wheels,but attached to cranks
by a wire,so that alternate pulleys were on different levels
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and the wire carried back and forth between tbem.In later
machines the wire was run around pulleys directly on the
wheels,and in the machines of the U.S.Government the cranks
on the wheels fitted into slotted bars carrying pulleys on
the ends of the bars,and the motion was thus transmitted
with a minimum amount of wire.
This mechanism can be clearly seen in the fig-
ures,and it will be easily seen from this that as the
wheels revolve,if one end of the wire is made fast to the
frame of the machine and the other end given a slight tension
by means of spring or weight,the motion of the free end will
be the sum of the projections of the wheel cranks upon one
axis.Since the cranks are set to a length equal to the har-
monic component amplitudes,the motion of the free end of
the wire will give the function representdby the Fourier
Series for which the machine was set.In order to get the
time axis the paper upon which the curve is plotted is rolled
over rollers geared to the driving wheel of the synthesizer.
The end of the wire is fitted with a pen,arranged to slide
in guides,and then by means of a hand crank the whole mech-
anism is operated and may be made to draw any series desired,
within its capacity.A number of such curves as drawn by the
Michelson And Stratton synthesizer are shown in the section
on Wave Forms and Convergence.
The only serious error in this type of machine is the
stretch of the wire.Since the wire must be fairly long,and
since it runs over one pulley after another,the errors
will be cumulative and may become large compared to some
of the smaller harmonics.It-was for this reason. that Michelson
and Stratton devised the synthesizer which has no wires,but
operates by using the deflection of springs to perform the
summatiops.If the springs conform to Hookes Law closer
than the stretch of the wire in the Kelvin type then the
Michelson and Stratton machine is more accurate.If the springs
do not elongate proportionally to the force applied,then it
is probable that the Kelvin type would be more accurate.The
criterion therefore appears to be the quality of springs or
wire obtainable.As the hechanism of the Michelson and Stratton
machine has been fully gone into under analysers it will not
be repeated.
The Terada machine has also been treated under
analysers,and requires so many laborious tracings as a syn-
thesizer that it cannot be compared to the other two types,
A special adaptation of the Kelvin Synthesizer
by J.R.Milne,(Royal Society of Edinburgh,p.208,1906),is worthy
of mention.He desired to draw synthetic harmonic curves and
change the phases and magnitudes of the components quickly
and at will while the curves were being drawn.The object of
this was to draw a large number of curves with different char-
acteristics in an attempt to provide a standardized set of harm-
onic eurves to be used in connection with the study of tides.
It was also suspected that gradual changes in the harmonics
occurred in the case of special tidal conditions.
As with the Kelvin machine the pen was driven by
a wire,led alternately over pulleys on the harmonic wheels
and stationary guide pulleys.The distance between the stationary
and movable pulleys was made large enough so that the eccentric-
ity of the connecting wire did not distort the harmonic motion.
The machine was driven by a motor and each pair of wheels con-
nected to the drive shaft by means of two cone pulleys and belt.
Thus by sliding the belt along the cones the speed of any
pair of wheels could be varied at will in small increments.
The harmonic wheels were made in duplicate pairs,
connected by a crown wheel in the same manner as the differen-
tial of an automobile.The wire wap led over pulleys on both
wheels and so recorded the sum.of two harmonic motions of
equal amplitude and frequency.The phase relation could be
altered from 0 to 1800 by moving the crown wheel through 900 .
Thus the amplitude of the resultant harmonic will vary from
zero to twice the amplitude set on one harmonic wheel.There
will be an attendant shift in phase of the resultant harmonic,
which was corrected by a later model not fully described.
From these adjustments it will be seen that both the
frequency and amplitude of any harmonic may be altered at will
while the machine is in motion,but in order to control the
phase relation of the harmonic further additions are neccessary.
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FIGURES No.96 and 97. Kelvin Tidal Synthetiznr
FIGURES. 1,o.98 anct 99. Two Types. of Modern Synthetizers..
OTHER DEVICES AND DETAILS CON-
NECTED WITH HARM 0 NIC ANALY SIS.
OTHER DEVICES WHICH MIGHT BE USED FOR HARMONIC
ANALYSIS.
There have been proposed a large number og devices
for solving equations which could be applied to harmonic
analysis.These involve electric methods,hydrostatic methods,
and mechanical systems.
One of the most ingenious electrical methods is
described by Arthur Wright, (Philosophical Magazine,6th-Ser.
Vol.18,p.291,1909).He uses elements consisting of resistance
wire wound on a logarithmically shaped form as shown in Fig,
100 .The equation of the curve YPC is :
yy k.l0 -x/h
Where: OY=k, OS=h, and SC=k/1O.
FIGURE No. 100.
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The plate is wound uniformly with #36 resistance wire
and an external resistqnce connected at SB.
Then:. ON = h.log p, y = PN = k/p
The resistance of the wire between 0 and N will be
approximately proportional to area ONPY,which is:
fy..dx = kflO-x/h dx =[hk/log0Ol[l1-(y/k)]
If the wire on the frame have a resistance 9R/10 and
the coil SB in series have a resistance 6f R/lO,then
the resistance from N to B will equal (y/k)R = R/0.
If n of these resistances are connected in parallel
their resistance will be such that the sum of the
current flowing will be : E/R(p 1 +p2 +p3 +p4va..)
The scales may be reversed in direction and the
resistances connected in series,inwhich case the cur-
rent will again ne•adl the sum of the •scale readings.
Thus addition may be performed in either of two waysi
Multiplication is performed much the same as with
a slide rule...The slider is made with a movable contact
finger OP.(Fig...O|.)LThe scale lies at right angles to
the resistance.The resistance is then provided with a
scale also.The resistance is moved to the multiplier
and the scale indes set to the multiplicand,the res-
istance in circuit then being proportional to the
product if the contact finger OP makes an angle of 450.
The angle of the contact finger
8 determines the exponent of x.
TN = OT.tan 6 = h.tan e.log4 x =
h..•1og xtane
Thus by the proper choice of 8. all
all positive integral or fractional
powers of x may be calculated.
By bending the contact fingers to
the shape of empirical curves,these
.... " s "~ % introiu_ _ . L... 'q ... U !.2 ....:
may al-so oe Introaduced into tequations
The resistances are connected on the two sides of a resis-
tance bridge circuit as shown in Fig.toZ.All negative values
are considered as being on one side and positive on the other.
the proper settings are made and an extra resistance adjusted
until the bridge balances;.when the reading upon the scale of
the balancing resistance will give. the root of the equation.
Mr.Wright closes by stating that it seems particularky
suitable to harmonic analysis,,since the integrals repres-
enting the coefficrients of sinikx and cos.kx can be readily
determined.. There are many combinations given in the original
article referred to which 'arenot here mentioned owing to
this being merely an abstract to indicate the underlying ideal
A
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!tam of Wright
hating Miohino.
Alexander Russell who worked on the above described
machine with Wright,has devised several electrical
devices of similar nature for the purpose of cal-
culating and harmonic analysis,b ut no descriptions
of his work appear to hay.e been published.
M4F .LucasBethenod and others have proposed various
electric schemes for similar purposes;Among these is
a method actually put into use in which vertical wires
carrying Direct Current are brought up through a table.
The resultant field due to the wires and the Earths Field
is plotted by means of following a small compass with a
pencil~By properly adjusting the currents in the wires
both real and imaginery roots of equations may be obisined
Iloq
from the locii of intersecting points;
Bethenod proposes the use of a number of air core
Direct Current Generators similar to the motors used in
Thomson Wattmeters.Fdr the solution of a polynomial the
machines are excited from a direct current source and
connected in series to a galvanometer or voltmeter.
The voltage of each machine is proportional to the field
current and speed.Therefore if the speed is made propor-
tional to the variable and the field current proportional
to the coefficient of each term,the galvanometer deflec-
tion will be proportional to:
f(x) = kLx + k,x 2 + k,x 3 + etc.
If it is desired to introduce a constant term this may be
done by connecting a battery of the proper voltage in
series with the generators LA null method may be used by
adjusting an extra generator until the galvanometer reads
zero.Then if there are more than one root there will
be several adjustments giving zer( deflection,each corres-
ponding to a root.The rotation of the generator would be
reversed for negative roots.The chief difficulty is to
devise a method for conveniently adjusting the constants
of thecircuit to give electric results identical with
the equations.
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS OF CORDS WEIGHTS AND PULLEYS have been used
or proposed by various people.The Harmonic Synthesizer of
Lord Kelvin,already described,is the best adapted to Fourier's
Series,although others could be used for this purpose but
do not seem to have actually been so used.
Peddie,Exner,Boys,Berard and Lalanne have developed various
special cases of such a device.In some of them lever arms
provided with pulleys,over which runs a cord,are used.The
settings of the pulleys correspond to the coefficients and
the amount of thread pulled through the machine,one end being
fixed,corresponds to the independant variable.The positions
of the levers give the different roots. Another method is
to have a compound balance,eonsisting of a large number of
balance arms,interlinked by some mechanism.The size and
position of the various weights is adjusted according to the
constants in the equation,and a final balancing arm used]to
equilibrate the whole system.The values used to balance the
final arm for each position of equilibrium give the roots of
the equation.A great many variations can be built upon this
principle,and it is not neccessary to more than mention
them at this point,since they do not deal directly with harm-
onic analysis.
HYDROSTATIC BALANCES for the solution of equations have been
developed,notably by Demanet and Meslin.The method used by
Demanet consists in providing a number of vessels whose shapes
are solids of revolution corresponding to the various powers
of x entering into the equation.The equation is converted
into such a form that all the variables are on one side and
the constant is on the other.An amount of water is then
poured into the system proportional to the constant term.All
the vessels are connected by a common pipe at the bottom
and placed level.If the volume of each vessel for a given
height is then proportional to the power of x for each term,
the height to which the water rises in the vessels will give
the solution of the equation.This assumes that all signs are
positive.If negative signs are present a solid is introduced
corresponding to the term,and placed inside the vessels,
so that it decreases the volume by the amount of the negative
term.The device is difficult to use for equations of higher
order than the cubic.
Meslin has improved upon this by using a hydrostatic balance
as shown in Fig.103 .Solids of revolution are provided which
may be hung upon the balance arm.
These solids displace an amount of water proportional to the
powers of x in the equation.Their depth is proportional to
x for a given immersion,and the distance at which they are hugg
upon the balance arm is proportional to the coefficient of
the corresponding term.Negative terms are hung on one side
of the balance arm and positive terms upon the other side..
The balance is then adjusted for equilibrium by auxiliary
weights with no water in the tanks. Next a weight is attached
at one end corresponding to the constant term of the equation.
This disturbs the equilibrium.The equilibrium is restored
by allowing water to flow into the tanks,which tends to
buoy up the various weights.When equilibrium is reached the
height of the water will be the solution of the equation.
If there is more than one root then there will be several
heights of water for which balance is obtained.
An ELECTRO-CHEMICAL METHOD has been proposed by Lucas in
whish the equation is converted into partial fractions
with real and definite numerators.Charges of electricity
proportional to the numerators are properly spaced and
the nodal points of the electrostatic field determined by
chemical reaction,then the nodal points will be the roots of
the equation.He also proposes to use magnetic charges and
determine the nodal points by means of iron filings.This
method will determine real as well as imaginary roots.
Since the solution of Fourier's Series according to the equa-
tions (6) and (7) is a-p6lynomial of the first degree ,it can
be easily solved by any of these methods,the chief criticism
being that the amount of complication involved is not required
for a solution that can be obatined by simpler means,and these
devices were proposed chiefly to solve equations which would
not be soluble by ordinary mathematical processes.
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FIGURE No. 103. Hydrostatic Balance proposed by
Meslin for the Solution of Equations.
POSSIBLE METHODS OF ANALYSIS NOT FREVIOUSLY
FROPOSED.
ALINEMENT CHARTS. It would be possible to construct
alinement charts in several ways that would perform the
operations neccessary for harmonic analysis according to
formulas (6) and (7).It would be similar in form to the
Beattie Charts already discussed.One way would be as indicated
in Fig. 104 .The supports are graduated as sine or cosine
of the angle and tabulated as angles.The values of yk are
read off the supports,which automatically multiplies them
by the sine or cosine of the corresponding angle.A large
number of supports would be neccessary,one for each value
of y.There does not seem to be any advantAge over the
Beattie method,and the resulting charts would be limited
in scope and complicated in use.
Fig .No .104.
-- '
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SLIDE RULES. It would be possible to make a multi-
slide rule which would determine the coefficients according
to schedule analysis.Theoretically it could be carried to
any number of harmonics,but practically it would only be
useful for two or three of lower order.The arrangement is shown
in Fig. 10 .
Y3 yIe
FIGURE No. 105,
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The slides would each carry two scales on opposite.-
edges.One would be log.cos 6 or log.sin 6 and the other would
be log y.Then the values of the ordinates read from the
curve would be set over the corresionding angles.The final
scale at the top would be fixed to the same base as the
scale at the bottom and would be graduated to read the sum
of the various products of y.sin or cos e obtained on the
different slides.
This could also be accomplished by a two slide rule
with a runner.The slides would carry one scale each and the
bottom a series of log scales for various values of sine and
cosine functions.The top scales would be arithmetic and the
bottom slide would be a log scale of y.That is scales A and B
would be arithmetic.Scales C and D logarithmic.Then multipli-
cation can be done on lower scales and addition on upper scales.
In operation the values of y would be successively read from
the curve and multiplied by the proper trigonometric function
by means of scales C and D.The index of scale B would be set
to the first product onCsc&ldek,the slider then run to the
second product on scale B.This would give the sum of the two.
Index of B would then be moved to the runner position and
the thrid product read on B and the runner again moved up.
The final summation would be given by the final runner position
and would be prorortional to the coefficient desired.The range
would only be limited by .the number of different multiple
angular functions that could be given on the scales at D.The
manipulation would be laborious for more than a few harmonics.
The general arrangement is shown in Fig. loG.
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CALCULATING MACHINES.There are a number of calculating
machines on the market which perform any arithmetical calculations
by manipulating keys and cranks.It is possible to perform a
schedule analysis upon many of these without putting down any
figures but the results.For accurate work the schedule analysis
must be done by a calculating machine.It would be possible,but
very expensive with most types,to arrange the machine so that it
would perform multiplication by any trigonometric function
without manipulation of more than one Vey.The proceedure with
this improvement would be to set the keys to the value of the
first ordinate and push the projer key f r the angular sine or
17&
cosine multiplier.This would eliminate the time neccessary to
crank out a multiplication of a function multiplication with
several decima.ls,which is the largest time item involved in
machine calculations.Most of the machines do not lend them-
selves readily to this modification,but there is one known as
the "Millionaire" which should be capable of easy modification.
The general arrangement is shown in Fig. O1S.There
are nine parallel toothed racks ZZ and transverse axes upon which
slide the pinions T,displaced by the knobs goon the face-plate.
These parts make up the carying mechanism.The recording mechan-
ism consists of the wheels RR which transmit to the record wheels
G the motion of the pinions T.The multiplying mechanism consists
of nine tongue plates shown in Fig. 10T.The lever H carries
the proper tongue piece into line with the racks Z,and the
tongue piece carriage is moved by the crank on end of arm K.
The recording wheels are disengaged during the return travel
of the racks.In operation suppose that it is desired to multi-
ply 516 by 8.The knobs on top are pulled down so that the pinions
T engage the 5th,lst and 6th racks respectively.Lever H is
then set to 8,which brings the 8x tongue plate in line with
the racks.Rotation of the crank K thrusts the tongue plate
twice against the racks Z and gives the pinions T a rotation cor-
responding to the displacement of the rack,which is adjusted by
the tongue plate so that the rotation is 8 times the setting of
the knobs.The carrying over is produced by displacement of the
recording dials.It will be seen that the principle depends upon
the amount the racks Z are shifted by the tongue plates,and the
corresponding number of rotations of the pinions T.
It would not require very much change in construction
to arrange a bank of pinions and racks representing the number
of decimal places to which it was desired to carry the sine or
cosine multiplyers.These would all be connected to the same
recording pinions so that the total displacements would add up.
Tongue plates would be provided for the proper value of each
bank.That is if four decimal places were used and the multiplier
were .9659 ,then there would be four banks of racks-and pinions
and the successive tongue plates would be set to multiply by
9,6,5 and 9 respectively.The sum of the products would be given
upon the recording wheels.The machine would then be cleared,the
next value of y set upon the knobs and the tongue plates shifted
to the proper position for the next multiplier,the product being
again added to the recording dials.The)final. reading would be
m/2 times the value of the coefficient desired.Great accuracy
and speed could be obtained by a machine of this sort and its.
cost would not be greater than that of a Chubb or Henrici-Coradi
analyser.From times given for straight multiplication it is esti-
mated that coefficients up to the eleventh could be determined
in about 6 seconds per coefficient after the ordinates were read
from the curve.
OTHER PLANIMETER COMABINATIONS.The uses of a polar
planimeter for harmonic analysis are pretty well covered by
machines already described.Some other combinations are
possible,but are such slight modifications of those already
existing that they offer no material difference.It would be
possible to increase the number of components obtained
in one trace of the curve by making a multiple planimeter
with a machine such as that of Le Conte.If the planimeter in
this case carried a ring of wheels instead of just one wheel,
and each one of the ring ran upon a platen operated from a crank
at successively higher harmonic speeds,the crank being driven
from the trace in the X-axis direction as with the Le Conte,
then the successive wheels would read the vahues of the
successive harmonics.Constructional difficulties would make this
type either inaccurate,expensive or complicated.
No attempt seems to have been made to make use of
the fact that changing the length of the arm of the planimeter
harmonically will introduce the sine or cosine term desired.
This could be easily done,but does not offer any apparent
advantage.
The Prytz or Hatchet planimeter has not been proposed
for use as an adjunct of an analyser.There are some features
of this type which might make it simpler to use than the
polar or rolling type with recording wheel.The Sharpe analyser
might be considered as anadaptation of this type of planimeter.
The knife edge may be replaced by sharp edged wheels,and if
the wheels be made to run upon a track giuen simple harmonic
motion of the proper period,the. final deflection of the plaf-.
imeter will be proportional to the coefficient sought.
An ELECTRIC ANALYSER based upon the Fischer-Hinnen
method might be constructed,resistance wires being supported upon
the joints of a "Lazytongs" frame.The wires would be strung bet-
ween two members,operating together so that they would always be
parallel and proportionally spaced,but the actual size of the
spaces could be varied at will.Each wire is provided with a slid-
ing contact,and alternate wires are all connected in series.All
the odd wires are connected in series to one side of a bridge
and all even wires to the other side of the bridge.If the frame
be laid over the curve and the wires adjusted so that they divide
it into the propoer number of parts according to the Fischer-
Hinnen rules,then the resistance neccessary to balancethe bridge
when the sliders are made to coincide with the curve,the bases of
the wires being at the X-axis,will give the coefficient for which
it is set.
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FIGURE No.107 and 108.Millionaire Calculating Machine.
X*5 2 3*3 al4 ;ICA5 X%6 7X8
FIo. 55.-The Tongue-plates of the Multiplying Pieces for the Factors I to 9.
DETERMINATION OF AMPLITUDE FROM COMPONENTS.
The harmonic analysis usually results in the sine
and cosine tomponents of the different harmonic coefficients
being determined separately.The results are usually desired in
the form of the percent of equivalent sine wave with phase
angles of harmonics.Considerable labor is required to make this
conversion.D.C.Miller seems to be the only one who hps attempted
to simplify this part of the proceedure.His device for combin-
ing the two parts of the component so as to give the amplitude
and phase angle is shown in figure 109.
A board is provided with scales at right angles upoh
two of its edges.Upon these scales slide runners carrying an
hypotneuse bar,pivoted on the lower scale runner,and sliding
through the upper scale runner.The lower end of the hypotan-
use bar is provided with a protractor and index to indicate
its angle with respect to the lower scale.The sine and cosine
components are then set off on the two scales and the runners
adjusted to the scalar values.The scale reading upon the
hypotenuse bar will then give the true amplitude,or square
root of the sum of the squares of the two components.The angle
of the harmonic is indicated upon the protractor.The angle must
be corrected for the signs of the components so that it gives
the harmonic in the proper quadrant.
The value of the amplitude may be found even more
simply by the use of an alinement chart.The two outside
supports are graduated in squared scale and marked with the
numbers squared.The middle support is the same to double
scale.The line joing the values of the components upon the
outer supports will then give the true amplitude of the
harmonic upon the middle support.This does not ,however,
give any value of angle.A similar alinement chart may be
designed to give angles from similar settings,but this requires
two operations for the complete determination of the harmonic.
A simpler arrangement would be an alinement chart
with the outside supports divided in such a way that the reading
upon the middle support would be the ratio of the two components.
This is the tangent of the phase angle,and so could have a scale
graduated directly in degrees.Beside this scale there could be
a scale of simes or cosines of the angles found.Then the proper
component divided by this sine or cosine value would give the
amplitude,which could be done by slide rule or two further supports
upon the chart.
After obtaining the total amplitudes and phase angles
of the individual harmonics it is generally desirable to ex-
press their magnitude as a percent of the equivalent sine wave.
In order to do this the square root of the sums of the squares
of all the harmonics must be determined,which gives the ampli-
tude of the equivalent sine wave,and the various harmonic
coefficients or amplitudes are then divided by this quantity
to obtain their value in percent.In this way it is not usually
neccessary to have th absolute value of any of the quantities,
but merely their relative values,the total ratios being com-
parable to meter readings when reduced to equivalent sine wave
percentages as above.
The proceedure of taking the square root of the sum
of the squares of a large number of harmonics is rather tedious,
and does not seem to have been considered by any of those work-
ing with the processes of harmonic analysis.There is no very
evident method for doing it easily,but several ways suggest,
themselves.Thus an alinement chart could be made with a number
of supports representing the various harmonic amplitudes.This
usually becomes rather complex if more than three or five-
supports are used however.A slide rule could be devised which
would be divided as an addition rule and marked with the
square roots of the numbers used for divisions.The final
reading could be transferred to a square root scale,and
the series of summs worked out upon it in the same way as
a series of multiplications is worked out upon the ordinary
form of slide rule.
It thus appears that in addition to the actual
determination of the components of the harmonic coefficients,,
in any complex wave it is also neccessary to perform two further
operations which require an amount of time equal,or perhaps
greater than the analysis itself,and that therefore attention
should be directed towards the simplification of these process-
es as well as the actual analysis.
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FIGURE No. 109. Device for Calculating the
Amplitudes and Phases of Harmonic Coefficients
from the Sine- and Cosine Components.
DATA ON;iTHE TIME REQUIRED FOR HARMONIC ANALYSIS.
METHUD. TIME. NO. LHARMi- MINUTES AUTHORITY.
ONICS DE- PER COEFF.
TERMINED.
Steinmetz 10hrs. 10 60 D.C.Miller.
Schedule 3hrs. 8 22.5 D.C.Miller.
Schedule lhr. 8 7.5 F.W.Grover.
Schedule 2.5hrs. 17 10.6 Author.
Schedule 15mins. 3 5 D.C.Miller.
Coradi Mch. 13mins. 10 1.3 D.C.Miller.
Coradi Mch. 7mins. 5~ 1.4 D.C.Miller.
Schedule 30mins 6 5.0 Author.
Electric Mch. 3.5mins. 6 0.6 Author.
Woodbury Mch. 5mine. 3 1.7 E.J.Arnold.
Rowe Mch. 2hrs. 8 15.0 G.H.Rowe.
The times are not all strictly comparable.The Steinmetz
results are probably the most accurate possible for a mathematical
method.The schedule methods of D.C.Miller and F.W.Grover do not
check well at all,although the same schedule was used in both
cases.This is probably because Grover was very familiar with the
schedule method and Miller did not use bt to any very great ex-
tent.Although it is not definitely stated,the Coradi iachine
times do not appear to include the time required to prepare the
curve of the proper base,16" in this case.The time for the elec-
tric machine is taken from the moment of beginning to set the
ordinates upon the machine.The time upon the Woodbury machine
is approximate,but includes all preparation since the readings
are made directly from the oscillograph film,which is placed
upon the machine.The time for the Rowe machine,while given
by its originator,looks too long,and it is probable that the
curve was followed very slowly,since the time should compare
favorably with the 6oradi machine.Since the latter obtains
five harmonics with one setting,the Rowe machine should take
five times as long,whereas the time given is 10 to 12 times as
long.
The schedule analyses by the author were done upon a
Marchant Calculating Machine.While greater speed is possible
with a slide rule,the errors are very greatly increased.In general
the time required increases rapidly with the number of harmonics
determined.In the schedule types the time increases about as the
square of the number of harmonics,while with the mechanical aaal-
ysere it increases about directly with the number of harmonics.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS.
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DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF METHODS OF
HARMONIC ANALYSIS.
Since the Fourier Integral evaluating the coeffi-
cients of Fourier's Series represents the area of the curve
obtained by the product of f(x) with a sine wave,the most
evident proceedure is to measure this area with a planimeter
and provide a machine for tracing the area with one of its
members which carry the planimeter,khile the stylus traces the
actual curve.This is the basis of most of the analysers
proposed or built by the various men mentioned.The machines
due to Chubb,Yule,Bush,Le Conte,Boucherot,Mader,Rowe and some
others all operate upon this general principle and involve the
use of a standard form of planimeter.
This system involves several principle defects.First the
curve must be traced at least once for each coefficient deter-
mined,and usually twice to determine the sine and cosine coef-
ficients separately.This means a good deal of labor if more
than one coefficient required.It may also introduce different
errors in each coefficient determined due to not following the
curve closely.The machine cannot be combined to give more
than one coefficient at a time without extreme complication.
Second,in nearly all designs the curve must be of
a definite base length per period,which in most cases will
require enlargement or reduction,either photographically or
by pantograph,from the original curve.If the base length is
short large errors are introduced in the higher harmonics
and if it is made long,bulky curve tracings are required,
and if obtained photographically. will require rather cumbersome
and expensive equipment.The pantograph might be included in
the machine so that it could be set to take any curve.This does
not appear to have been tried,but would not seem to complicate
the device unduly,and involves no great difficulty.The Chubb
analyser obtains long base length of curve in small space
by using a polar form which is compact and easy to apply to
the analyser.It also offers other advantages,but the Cartesian
form of curve gives so much better physical idea of the func-
tion that it is generally to be preferred.
On account of these difficulties attempts have been made
to either do away with the planimeter or modify it for better
adaptation to the task in hand.The most successful example of
this is the Henrici-Coradi machine,where a speeial form of
planimeter is used.On account of its special design five
sine and five cosine coefficients can be determined with one
trace,and adjustments easily made)for other values.There can
be little criticism of the ability and speed of the Henrici
machine,but it is complicated,requires workmanship of the
very highest grade,is very expensive,and must be very care-
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SI1 tiaken care of.It is therefore out of reach of the or-
Ina y aboratory or ted room.
The Wiechert and Sommerfeld machine is a departure
from the planimeter practice,but involves such a complicated
motion that its mechanism prevents it from competing with the
types using a standard planimeter,since it does not involve
any advantages.
The Terada analyser falls in much the same class
as the last mentioned,but from complications in operation
rather than mechanism.Severaltbaces must be made from the
curve,and it is difficult to obtain the correct adjustment
from the curve without knowing comething about the harmonics
to begin with.The results obtained are in the form of a curve
which must be measured to determin its amplitude etc,and not
in the form of definites: figures or values for the coefficient.
The Sharpe analyser is possessed of one definitec
advantage.The sine,eosine and combined coefficients for
any harmonic are determined by one trace,together with the
phase relation of the harmonic.It also does not involve the
use of a planimeter and does not require a preliminary setting.
All of these points are very much in.its favor,and the only
objection over the other analysers mentioned is the probability
of some mechanical difficulties in making the linkages operate
without too much friction.
This covers all of the direct analyser types,and
the Henrici Coradi is preeminently the best.For use with the
polar oscillograph the Chubb analyser is very satisfactory
and accurate,but requires a large amount of time,which may
be lessemed for the operator by using a motor to drive the
mqchine,but does not decrease the time required to actually
get the results,so that it is not a saving if there is no fur-
ther work to do until the analyses have been obtained.The Bush
analyser is undoubtedly the simplest,and is excellent for det-
ermining one or two harmonics,but becomes laborious if many
harmonics are neccessary.The Sharpe analyser appear to be
worth further investigation to see if the mechanism cannot be
improved so that it will determine several components for one
trace,and operate with less difficulty.
All of the analysers thus far mentioned require a
curve of definite period length,and only determine coefficients
of one frequency,with the exception of the Henrici-Coradi.In
order to obviate the time required for convert ng the curve
to some definite size,and of making repeated traces,the
Dellenbaugh Electric analyser was developed.The values are read
from the curve and then set on the machine so that any curve
may be used.It can be arranged to give any number of harmonic
coefficients from one setting,by ianipulation of gang switches.
It may also be manufactured out of materials found in any spot
connected with electrical experimental work.Thus it obviates
a number of the objections to harmonic analysers as a whole.
However,it transfers the mechanical complexity of the Henrici-
Coradi machine in electrical complexity,which increases rapidly
with the number of harmonics required.It also can only be used
within the range for which it is built,and does not give as
great accuracy as other methods.While the cost is small for
one to cover only a few harmonics,the cost rapidly increases
with larger numbers of harmonics included owing to the resis-
tances required and the complicated switching arrangements.
Its accuracy could probably be improved by more careful construc-
tion,but it would always retain thetantalizing habit of electric-
al networks for indulgence in open and short circuits at crit-
ical moments.Therefore,while it apf:ears on paper to have solved
the problem for a simple and rapid analyser,it does not actually
accomplish these results unless the harmonics desired would
never be greater than the 5th or 7th,a condition which is not
met in practice.
The further investigation by D.O.Woodbury developed
an anlayser which seem to come nearer to the ideal than any yet
proposed.The machine is simple to make and requires no expensive
parts regardless of the nuder of harmonics required.While it
requires a fixed base for the curve,a new notching bar can be
easily and quickly made for the curve base desired,so that it
is not limited by internal structure to one size of curve as
with many of the analysers,bit only by the spacing of the
notches upon one bar.These can be combined upon a bar of small
size so that many harmonics can be determined for one bar,up
to the 21st for odd harmonics being included in the bar shown
in connection with its description.It still rextains the
disadvantage of having to make separate settiig s from the curve
for each harmonic,and for each sine and cosine coefficient,
but owing to the Fischer-Hinnen method used as a basis this
labor is small for the lower order harmonics,and also only re-
quires the location of definite points on the curve and not the
accurate trace of the whole cycle.
The Michelson and Stratton Analyser has purposely
been left until the last for discussion.This machine is
fundamentally a synthesizer,but its originators have shown
that it may also be used for analysis.In this case the ord-
inates of the curve are set upon themachine and it is then
caused to draw a curve whose ordinates at definite points
give the coefficients.One eurve must be drawn for sine and
one for cosine ceefficients.Thus it complies with two desirable
features: The base of the curve is immaterial and the
values of all coefficients are given with one trace for
one of the component parts.Two traces are neccessary for com-
plete analysis.But this is an automatic trace and does not
require any care on the part of the operator,and is connected
with the original curve only through the first setting of the
ordinates upon the machine.
The machine as made by its originators consists of
80 elements,which will cover almost any analysis intended
to be made,but requires a good deal of labor in setting the
machine from the curve ordinates.For this purpose a template
of the curve may be cut out and the links of the machine
pressed against the template,but this means reducing the curve
to a definite period length.For most analyses a smaller
number of elements would be satisfactory.
It is interesting that in various discussions of this
machine it is pointed out as one of its remarkable characteris-
tics that it may be used as either a synthesizer or analyser,
while as a matter of fact any synthesizer may be used as an
analyser.This point appears to have been generally overlooked.
It is mentioned by Michelson and Stratton of course,in connec-
tion with their machine,and the basis is given in the discussion
of their machine.It might be worth while to give a little fuller
discussion of this inverse property of synthesizers in order
to investigate the limits of its use.
If the curve to be analysed is divided up as
for schedule analysis;.values of ordinates y, y 2, yý etc.
are obtained at positions 0 82 80, etc.The value of
the fundamental sine component will be given by :
a1 = yzsin 8, + ysin 8, + yssin e8 etc.
But if the division of the curve has been in even spaces,
eg ='20 8a =.: 3 1: etc.
Thus: a, =, y.sin 01 + ys+in26i + y.sin 308 etc.
If the values, y. y 2 y: etc. are set upon the successive
harmonic wheels of a synthesizer,,then the curve drawn
by the synthesizer will be;for wheels starting at 8=00 =
y = ysin 8 +. ysin 28 + ysin 38 etc.
Thus if 8:=: & c the ordinate of the curve will be the same
as the evaluation of the sine fundamental coefficient;and
the analysis has been made i
For the value of the second harmonic it is neccessary to
determine the valae of the expression:.
a, =. ysin 2e, + ysin 2e2 + y3sin 20, etc.
Which can be transformed as before into:.
a, = ysin 2e., + ysin!4e69 + ysin 608 etc...
Therefore if the point of the synthetized curve e=2e1,
be taken;the value of the ordinate will be the value of a.
In this wayall the sine term'coefficients; may be evaluated
from the synthetic curve,.by reading the ordinates at points:
along the X-axis equivalent to' 2e 3e etai In all cases
e is taken as'the angle of the fundamental synthesizer
wheel or gearLFor the sine components all gears are
started at 00 •. For the cosine components it is only neccessary
to repeat the synthesis of the curve with all harmonic wheels
or gears starting at 900 instead of 00 .The ordinates of
the curve at the proper balues of e will then give the
cosine component coefficients.
The required number of elements in a synthesizer for
a' given analysis will depend upon similar rules 'to those
used in schedule analysis.Thevalmue of 0e"must be divisible
into 3600 the same number of times as the order of the
highest harmonic plus one,.s:ince otherwise there would not
be enough points in the cycle synthesized to determine
the harmonics...For odd harmonics only a half wave of the
curve to be analysed. may be taken,but then only a half w•ave
of the synthesized curve can be considerediThus if 0e,=30 0
up to the 11th harmonic may be determined- for a whole
wave,but only to the 5th for a half waveL~The synthesizer
must contain the even as !well as the odd harmonic wheels
in order tobe used as- an'atalysergand thus will have
twice the'number:of elements for analysis as for synthesis
where only!odd harmonics are considered;.and the same Inumber
for both purpos-es where both even and odd harmonics exist.
Obviously the. synthesizer may haze as- many more elements
above the neccessary minimum as desired.
'S67
CONCLUSIONS.
It is amazing the number of methods of harmonic
analysis available all subject to rather serious objections.
Mathematical methods are extremely labrious.Direct
reading methods,such as resonance type,are not very accurate
and require considerable power from the source of supply to
operate,which may distort the wave from its natural form.
Machines are available in many formas,but practically all of
them require a definite base of curve for one period,are
limited to one component per trace,and so require many traces
of curve,and consist of rather complicated machinery.
The present best known types are the Henrici-Coradi,
the Chubb-Westinghouse and the Uichelson Stratton.The first
is undoubtedly the best for analysis,is speedy,but expensive,
difficult to obtain and requires great care to maintain.The
second its rather expensive,requires polar curves for analysis,
and is not very speedy,but the mechanism is extremely rugged.
The last is expensive,but can be made in a greater number
of elements than the other types.1t will act as both synthee$-
zer and analyser,and will give all harmonio oomponentsooeffio-
ients with two. synthesized curves from one set of readings
of ordinatesfrom the curve.
Three new types of harmonic analysers have been recently
introduced,those of Bush,Dellenbaugh and Woodbury.The first is
undoubtedly the simplest yet constructed,and is ideal for the
determination of one or two harmonics whether of high or low
period.It has the qdvantage over the other two that any harmonic
determined will be correct,within the limitations of accuracy
of the machine,regardleso of the other harmonica present.The
Dellenbaugh Analyser is possible of extension and gives great
speed in obtaining the coefficients,but suffers from the usual
difficulties of hastily made electric circuits.It is also limited
in the same manner as the schedule method upon which it is
based.The Woodbury machine appears to be a very good all around
machine,and approaches nearer the ideal than most of the other
types.It is cheap to build,easy and quick to operate,reasonably
accurate and not limited in application.It operates upon the
basis of the Fischer- Hinnon method of analysis,and so a complete
analysis must be made,the individual determinations of harmonics
not being possible.
There is still much room for improvement,and it would
appear that the planimeter type of analyser is fundamentally
unsatisfactory.Thus the probable best direction to lokk for
improvements is along the lines of machines such as the Michelson
and Stratton,the Sharpe and the Woodbury.
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EXAMPLES OF WAVE SHAPE AND CONVERGENCE OF SERIESL
Figs. Iuloand In (C.E.Mag usson, Alternating Currents;McGraw-
Hitl,1916) . These two sets of curves show the change in
wave shape due to the addition of a third or a fifth harmonic
at various phase relations with the fundamental.These are
usually the most prominent harmonics found in alternating curr-
ent waves.The data for each curve is given in the figure...
Fig. 1iL(D0C.Miller;The Science of Musical Sounds;The
Macmillan Co0;1916). This curve shows a typical curve
containing both even and odd harmonics,with the harmonic
components separately.drawn.There is also a constant term
represented by the distance between the lines a'b' and ab,
a'b' is the true or geometrical axisiThe equation of this
curve is:-
y = bo+96.5sin(8+760 )+66.0 sin(26+319 0 )
+-36.5sin(3e+3370 )+19..2sin(4e+3540 )
+.10O..3sin(5e+330 0 )+ 8.4sin(6e+3470)
+ 6.4sin(7e+354V)+ 8.9sin(8e+290o)
+ 4,.3sin(98+2520)+12'3sin(100e+252)
+. 2;.2sin(118+2300)+1.5sin(120+211 0 ),
Later synthesis of this equation(not given here)shows
practically exact coincidence with the originally recorded
curve ,
Fig.tin3(D.C.Miller;.loc.cit.) This page gives the
analysis of an entirely arbitrary curve,.iie.the profile of
a photograph of a head...The curve headed 0 is the original
and the curve headed S is a synthesised copy from the equation;.
given on the bottom of the pageiOf course if the synthesis
is continued the curve repeats indefimitely,the part shown
representing one period,
Figs·.14 and u •(W..lByerly;.Fourier's Series and Spher-
ical Harmonics,Ginn and Co;1893>) These two pages show
the convergence of Fourier's Series with increasing numbers
of termsiIt will be noted that the convergence is much
qdicker with some types of functions than with others.The
four here illus:trated' are all geometrical figurest.ach
curve gives the first four approximations,.The equations
of the different curves are:-
I. y sin.x+)sin.3x+4sin.5x+...
y=0,when x=O, y=~/4,from x=O to x=n.;: y=O,when x=rr
II y=2 [ s i n .x- s i n2x+Ls i n3x-Is in4x+.,....1
y=x from x=O to x=n, y=O when x=nti
III. y=4/n[ (/12)sin.x-(1/3 2 )sin3x+(1/5 2 )sin5x-(1/7 2 )sin7x..]
y=x from x=O to x=/2;afd- ya.(nix) from x=i/2 to x=.n
IVi y= sin.x+ sin2x+2sin3x+' sin5x- s-in6x+ sin7x+.....
y=Q when x=0, y=tn/2 from x=Q to x=in/2,y=0 from x=n/2:to n
Figtlib.(D.C.Miller.loc..cit.)This shows similar approx-
imations to case II. immediately above;except that the curves
were actually drawn upon a synthesiser,and are carried to
10 terms.It is interesting to note that the form of each
term is the same as Case II,but the sign of the even terms
has changed from!- to +,which has the effect of reversing
the curve from left to right.It is easy to seein:case f;ior
instance,why the derivative will not be the same as the
actuak derivative,for the slopes of the approximating curve
are entirely different from the actual curve,but the areas-
and thus integrals will be approximately the same.
Fig...1 (A.AhMichelson and S..W.Stratton,.A New Harmonic
Analyser,Phil&sophical Magazine;Vol.45;p.85,1898>) This sdr-
ies of curves shows a still closer approximationibeing carried
to 79 terms The exact equation is not given;.but it is undoubt-
edly the same as that for Case I,Fig.ll.The slight kink at
Iq .
points nt,2n,and3x appears to be due to a mechanical
defect in the synthesiser;.since it also appears in the
fundamental.
Figs.ul and nI9.(D.CK.Miller.loc.cit.) These pages
show four characteristic curves obtained from a synthesiser
two of them again being similar to those already sh6wn
but having a different number of terms...Comparison of
Figs.It4,Il and 1i9 will give a very good idea of the de-
gree of approximation that can be obtained with a given number
of terms for a rectangular wave.It is probable that the
synthesiser of DLCCMiller works with greater accuracy than
that of Michelson and Stratton,although the latter has
a greater number of elements,and is also adaptable as
an analyser as well.
Figs.miooenis31 ishow the equations for a number
of wave shapes that are commonly met with in alternating
current practice,the majority being taken from -t
Figs.13Zto136inclusive,show a great variety of
waves that may be obtained from different series,and
were drawn by a Michelson and Stratton Synthesiser6
(loc:cit.)It is interesting to note the way in which
ine type of wave may be superimposed upon another
by the additions of their series.Thus curve 15 is the sum
of curve 3 and curve similar to curve 7.
THE EQUATION OF A SEMICIRCULAR WAVE FORM.
The coefficients of the series expressing
wave form maybe written in the following
a semi-circular
form:.
n=-
12 /4{sinayZ
n=o
-o6 vý* -
-sin3a o[ (- l ) + / n !n-l 1 -1][(n/ 4 )3312 (n - )
-sin3=0
+sin5A:f [(-1)"n+/nin-1l] [(n/4)5] 2(n-1)
n=o
The values of the first three terms calculate:-
y=1.781sina - 0.2948sin3a + 0.1332sinoa- ... ,. ..
17'1
(-1)n+ /nin-11(n/4)2 (n-1)
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FIGURE No. 119.
FRAPEZOIDAL WAVE.
FIG ':120.
Effective Value =. Ym 1-8~ 3
01,=a/Tr B 1=8/T yj=y/T
y = 1.053Ym[sin + (1/49)sin 7wt - (1/121)sin Iwl
TRAPEZOID WITH ZERO SECTIONS.
Effective Value:- Y,4[P(/3
oc, =./T ,=.8 /T yI=y/T
y = Terms.made up from:-
Ak+1 e [4'Y,/i.2 (][1/(2k+1)2]sin(2k+1)n¾cos(2k+1)n(2ai+@l)-
FIG.122.
BROKEN TRAPEZOIDAL LINE.
Effective Value] 2 =
+Y t)Y2
+ (B3i/3)YMm] .
APk+ = [4(Ym,-Z)/nt2{] [1/(2k+1)2]sin(2k+1)Tt(2dji+, )cos(2k+l1)
.ni - [4/n2{1/(2k+1)1][(YM-Zm / )-(Zm/2ai)]sin(2k+l)na
RECTANGLES WITH ZERO SECTIONS4
FIG.123. Effective Value = 2YmJV/i
Apk+- [4(Ymn)][1/(2k+1)]
.cos2(2k+l)m,
FIG .121.
jI
T
+ y,]
_ __
wt -(1/25)sin 5wt
[(1/3)(ai +,)Z+Z(2+ /3
I
-·1
RECTANGULAR WAVE.
Effective Value -
+ Isin 3t9t +....... -~ sin(2k + 1)wt+...]
PARABOLIC WAVES.
Equation for half period:-
y = 8Y/T 2 (T - 2t)t
Effective VPlue
y = 32Ym/3s[sin wt +--- sin 3wt33
ISOSCELES TRIANGULAR
FIG.126.
Effective
y = 8Ym,/2[sin
Value = Y 
/*/ = 0 
577Y
m'
wt / ('/,)sin 3wt + .... --( - -sin(2k+l),sin(2k
" (2k+l ) "
,- \..41
. . ). JL 3
FIG.127.
PORTIONS OF SINUSOIDS.:
Equation for half period:-
y = Ym/ 2 (1 - c os 2wt).
Effective Value = Ym,3•7 = 0.612Ym
Y =. 8Ym/[-- - 'sin t - -- 1--sin 3t --- st -1.3 1.3.5 3.5- -- sin 7t -
FIG.125.
= 0 .7 3 3 Y,
+ 1)ct]
WAVE;
..• i
F
y = 4Ym/nHsin wt
1
.... ( 1)k - sin(2k
I
I 7
STEPPED WVAVE WITH TW9 STEPS
FIG.128. AND ZERO REGIONI
fEffective Value:-
- -+- (EffiVal)2=4(Z , +*Yy, )
T T =(/ 8I,= 'B/T y =y/T
Ak+.=.(2Ym/n)(1/2k+1)[cos2(2k+l)n(a,+ i)+cos2(2k+l )na(ld . if ZYm/2
or =(4 {Ym-Z )/n)(1/2k+1)cos2(2k+l) n (a,+8, )+4Z/n(1/2k+1)cos.
( or the rcncral casc),
STEPPED WAVE WITH THREE STEPS
AND ZERO REGION"
Effective Value] 2 =4(Xi~i+ZY i+Y260
cX =a/T p , =/T y.l=y/T 61 =/T
T
A k+:=(4Xm/n) (1/2k+lXcos2(2k+1 )mI+
+[4(ZM-Xm)/n] [1/2k+l]cos2(2k+1)n(a,+8,)
+ [ L(Ym-Z4]/n] [1/2k+1]cos2(2k+1)n(a,+B i+y, )..
RIGHT TRIANGULAR WAVE4
FIG.130.
m
O8 7n1pro with isoocolos trianr~Ir Wavce of
provious paio.
Ym=2/n
Y=2[sin.x- sin.2x+ sin.3x-Isin.4x ........]
RIGHT TRIANGULAR WAVE.
FIG.131 Reverse of that abovej
YM= 2 /n
y=2[sin.x+5sin.2x+Asin.3x+5sin.4x.
Yr
•sin 3x-}sin 
4×
v=2[ sin .x-•sin. 2x+• ..........
RIGHT TRIANGULAR WAV•.FIG.131 everse 
of that above•
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